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Abstract 

The introduction of turbo codes in 1993 provided a code structure that could approach 

Shannon limit performance whilst remaining practically decodeable. Much subsequent 

work has focused on this remarkable structure, attempting to explain its performance 

and to extend or modify it. This thesis builds on this research providing insights into 

the convergence behaviour of the iterative decoder for turbo codes and examining the 

potential of turbo codes constructed from non-binary component codes. 

The first chapter of this thesis gives a brief history of coding theory, providing context 

for the work. Chapter two explains in detail both the turbo encoding and decoding 

structures considered. Chapter three presents new work on convergence phenomena 

observed in the iterative decoding process. These results emphasise the dynamic nature 

of the decoder and allow for both a stopping criteria and ARQ scheme to be proposed. 

Chapters four and five present the work on non-binary turbo codes. First the problem of 

choosing good component codes is discussed and an achievability bound on the dominant 

parameter affecting their performance is derived. Searches for good component codes 

over a number of small rings are then conducted, and simulation results presented. The 

new results, and suggestions for further work are summarised in the conclusion of Chapter 

six. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces the technological and historical context of the research. 

1.1 DigitalCommunications 

Communications engineering encompasses both the theoretical and practical problems 

associated with transferring information. 

Knowledge in this area has led to many of the communication systems which are 

prominent facets of our society, such as telephones, television, radio and the internet [48]. 

Each of these systems can involve many different methods of transferring information, 

such as down a wire using electrical signals, through the atmosphere using electromag

netic signals or through glass fibre using optical signals. Additionally, the information to 

be transferred can be in either analogue form (such as speech waveforms), or digital form 

(usually a string of binary digits). The majority of new communications systems are 

designed and implemented to transfer digital information. These either transfer purely 

digital data (such as two computers communicating), or they convert analogue infor

mation, representing it digitally for transfer, (such as voice transmission on a digital 

cellphone network). A single link in a simple digital communications system is repre

sented in the block diagram figure of 1.1. The role of each of these blocks is described 

briefly below. Extended details of system and assumptions specific to this thesis are in 

Chapter 2. 

The information source provides the data for transmission (propaganda for the tele

vision news [38], or a word processor document for example). The source encoder takes 

this information and represents it in the digital (usually binary) alphabet expected by 

the channel encoder. It also compresses the data stream to remove redundancy ideally 

resulting in a source of independent, random, equiprobable digits. 

The channel encoder now adds redundancy to the data stream prior to transmis

sion. However, in contrast to the redundancy removed by the source encoder, this new 
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Information ....... Source -+ Channel ....... Modulator Source Encoder Encoder .. 
Channel 

+ 
Information ....... Source ~ Channel ....... Demodulator 
Destination Decoder Decoder 

Figure 1.1: Simple block diagram of a digital communications system. 

redundancy is added in a known and controlled fashion with the object of allowing errors 

introduced by the channel to be detected and often corrected by the channel decoder. 

There are many methods of doing this for different situations, with varying complexity 

and success. It is the study and extension of a particular method of channel encoding 

and decoding that is the topic of this thesis. 

The modulator takes the encoded stream of digital data and converts it into a form 

suitable for transmission through the channel. Again, there are many ways of doing 

this. For example, when modems 'talk' over a phone line or digital cell phones trans

mit through the atmosphere, the modulator must convert the data stream into suitable 

electromagnetic waves for transmission. Throughout this theses a modulation scheme 

known as phase shift keying (PSK) is used [36]. In this case electromagnetic signals of a 

particular frequency are transmitted at with different phase offsets to represent each of 

the symbols in the code alphabet. 

The channel also takes many forms that affect the transmitted signal in different 

ways. Examples of real channels include the copper wire of telephone lines and computer 

networks or the atmosphere between a cellphone and a celltower. As the transmitted 

signal passes through the channel medium, it is distorted. This may be due to thermal 

noise or interference from other transmitted signals, for example. Theoretical research 

usually considers an idealised channel or channel model. One of the simplest is the 

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, which only allows for additive random 

(thermal) noise, and has no memory of what has previously passed through the channel. 

This model is used for the research of this thesis (see section 2.6.2). More complex 

models attempt to recreate the interference and multiplicative noise observed in most 

real channels. 

In the receiver, the demodulator, channel decoder and source decoder attempt to 

reverse the steps of their transmitter counterparts. This involves a compromise between 

accuracy, and complexity, but at each stage some kind of 'best' estimate of the data 

stream at the equivalent encoding stage is provided. 
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The quality of the information passed between the blocks in figure 1.1, can greatly 

affect overall performance. This is particularly true of the information passed between the 

demodulator and decoder. In so-called hard decision decoding, the demodulator makes 

a firm decision about which symbols were transmitted and passes this information to the 

channel decoder. Essentially, the output of the channel is quantised to represent only 

the possible transmitted symbols and this causes irreversible loss of information. When 

more complex soft decision decoding is used, the demodulator is capable of detecting a far 

wider (possibly continuous) variation in the received signals, and can therefore provide 

some kind of probability/reliability information along with its decisions This method 

recognises that the demodulator can be more certain about some transmitted symbols 

than others. This process is depicted in figure 1.2. A channel decoder that makes use of 

this soft information can perform substantially better than one that does not [63]. 

Received BPSK 
Signal Points 

Information sent to 
Channel Decoder 

Hard Decision Demodulation 

.. 
. ,' .. 

• 

1 1 -1 -1 1 

Soft Decision Demodulation 

.. 

, 
0.8 1.3 -0.1 -0.5 1.1 

Figure 1.2: The difference between passing hard and soft information. 

1.2 Coding Theory 

The research presented in this thesis concerns only the channel encoder and decoder. 

Simple ideal models for the other components of the system are used. 

The role of the channel encoder is to add redundancy to the data stream in such a 

manner that errors introduced by the channel can be detected and hopefully corrected. 

A simple example of such a scheme is a repetition code [36]. Consider the case where 

each information symbol is transmitted three times. The decoder then knows that an 

error has occurred if the three received symbols are not identical. Additionally, for binary 

symbols, many of the errors can be by corrected by a simple majority vote. This code, 

like all channel codes, cannot detect or correct all possible error patterns, but it will 

improve the reliability of the system by detecting and correcting the most common error 

patterns. 

When a detectable error is encountered by the channel decoder, there are two choices; 

the system can request the information be re-sent, hopefully error free, or a best estimate 

of the transmitted data can be made despite the errors. The first of these methods 
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involves an automatic repeat request scheme (ARQ) [43] in conjunction with a channel 

code that is designed primarily to detect errors. The second method involves using a 

forward error correcting (FEC) code which is designed to allow both the detection and 

correction of the most likely errors. Many real systems employ a hybridisation of these 

two methods. 

The improved reliability provided by channel codes comes at a cost. In the repetition 

code example, each symbol was transmitted three times; so if symbols are transmitted at a 

fixed rate, it now takes three times as long to transmit the data, or a more complex system 

that can transmit three symbols at once is required. Alternatively, the symbols could be 

transmitted three times as fast, but this would require three times the bandwidth. 

In 1948, Shannon [52] proved statistically that there was a limit to the increase in 

reliability possible from using a channel code that added a fixed proportion of redun

dancy. He showed that every channel has a theoretical maximum capacity, defined as a 

rate at below which error free data transfer is possible. Conversely, for a fixed rate of 

transmission, provided the channel introduces no more than a certain amount of noise, 

error free data transfer is possible. Furthermore, Shannon stated that as we approximate 

an ideal code more closely, "the transmitted signal approaches a white noise in statistical 

properties", and "the required delays at transmitter and receiver increase indefinitely" 

[53]. This implies that the encoded sequences must become both long and random in na

ture for a code to approach capacity. Shannon's proofs were based on statistical entropy, 

and non-constructive in nature, however they showed what was possible. 

1.3 Channel Codes 

There are two basic classes of FEC code, block codes and convolutional codes. Block 

codes take a fixed number of information symbols, add parity symbols and send the 

block (codeword) to the modulator, before repeating. The alternative is convolutional 

codes which operate on a continuous stream of information symbols and splice in parity 

symbols. In this case, there is no predefined block length. 

The earliest practical error correcting codes were Hamming codes introduced in 1947 

[34]. These are a class of linear binary block codes which are capable of detecting up to 

two errors and correcting one. The pre-eminent example is the (7,4) binary Hamming 

code which takes sets of four binary digits and adds controlled redundancy in the form 

of three parity bits. So for every four information bits seven code bits are transmitted, 

and the code rate is said to be 4/7. 

More complex algebraic block codes are capable of detecting and correcting many 

more errors. Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, Reed-Solomon (RS) codes and 

the perfect Golay codes are examples of such codes. Of particular interest to this thesis 

is that fact that some of these codes may be non-binary. For example there exists a 
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perfect ternary Golay code, and RS codes are generally constructed over an alphabet of 

2n symbols. 

The first convolutional codes were proposed in 1955 by Elias [26]. A convolutional 

encoder takes the form of a finite state machine, a continuous stream of input digits are 

fed in, and an expanded sequence of encoded symbols is read out. Such codes were first 

decoded using sequential decoders, but became far more practical with the application 

of the so-called Viterbi algorithm to decoding [60], which was shown to be a maximum 

likelihood (ML) sequence decoding method [28]. That is, the Viterbi algorithm will 

determine the most likely (probabilistically) transmitted data sequence given the received 

symbols. The 1974 Bahl-Cocke-lelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [3] provides another 

optimal decoding method. The BCJR algorithm is a maximum a posteriori (MAP) 

algorithm. This is subtlely different to ML decoding as a MAP algorithm determines 

the most likely data symbols individually for each symbol, rather than the most likely 

sequence. 

Non-binary convolutional codes soon followed [16, 56], and their suitability for PSK 

modulation was noted by Massey and Mittelholzer [44] who suggested that "the 'natural' 

linear codes for q-ary phase modulation are linear codes over the ring of integers modulo 

q, 2q". Baldini and Farrell [4] further developed this premise, and identified convolutional 

codes with good distance properties over 24, 28 and 216 suitable for 4-, 8- and 16-PSK 

modulation respectively. It is this work that suggested the development of non-binary 

turbo codes for q-ary PSK modulation. 

The standard block and convolutional codes mentioned above have been extensively 

analysed, and the principles of their structure, encoding, decoding, and performance are 

well understood [63, 13, 61]. Amongst other things this has resulted in an understanding 

of the properties the lead to both good and bad codes. Of particular interest to this 

thesis are the concepts of weight enumerators and code polynomials and how these may 

be related to code performance [37]. (See section 2.2 and chapter 4.) Such basic tools 

and measures help in the design and analysis of more complex codes such as turbo codes 

which are not well understood. 

1.4 Turbo Codes 

Whilst simple block and convolutional codes provide some performance gain over uncoded 

modulation, they do not allow systems to approach the capacity of the channel whilst 

remaining decodeable in reasonable time. More complex codes are needed, but they must 

remain practically decodeable. One method of achieving this is to concatenate simple 

codes in a serial fashion and then decode them in reverse order [27]. An example of 

this is the encoding system depicted in figure 1.3 which was used aboard the 1997 Mars 

Pathfinder space probe [35]. 
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Source 

Sink 

,--------------------------------------------------------------------', 
1 1 

~111 Multiplex & (15,1/6) i 
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1 RS Code 5 frames Code i 
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i Channel Encoder r---------t --------) 
'- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --------- --- --- --' Modulator, 

Channel, 
,- ------------ --- ------- --- --- ------ --- --- --- --, Demodulator i Channel Decoder :, _________ .J... ________ , 
1 'f 1 
1 1 

...J~1 DeRcoSder I~ Deinterleave ~ Convolutional 
~ ~ & Demultiplex 1--- Decoder 

1 
1 

~----------------------------------------------------- ---------------,' 

Figure 1.3: Block diagram of the channel coding strategy used for the 1997 Mars 
pathfinder mission. 

Turbo codes are an extension of this idea, where simple codes are used to build up a 

more complex code, which because of its component code structure, can still be decoded 

in reasonable time. 

The discovery of Turbo codes in 1993 [14] signalled a major breakthrough in channel 

coding. Turbo codes were the first practical codes that came close to the Shannon limit at 

moderate bit error rates (BERs). Figure 1.4 shows the substantial coding gain achieved 

by turbo codes over their competitors at similar rates. Not only do they out-perform the 

earlier codes, they do so at reasonable complexity. For example, the rate 1/2 turbo codes 

have a similar complexity to the vastly inferior rate 1/2 Planetary Standard code [20]. 

The performance of, recently re-discovered low density parity check (LDPC) codes 

originally proposed by Gallager in 1962 [30] is also presented in figure 1.4. These are 

another class of practically decodeable codes that exhibit the properties required to 

approach capacity, but do so at much higher rates than turbo codes. In fact LDPC 

codes that operate within I'; dB (I'; « 1) of capacity have been demonstrated [19, 42]. 

Since 1993, many papers have been written discussing various aspects of turbo-codes 

and their variants. This includes, but is not limited to, papers that discuss: 

• Why the codes perform as well as they do, e.g. [5]. 

• Different concatenation structures, e.g. [7]. 

• Suboptimal component decoders and decoding strategies, e.g. [8]. 

• Punctured turbo codes, and turbo codes with different numbers and complexity of 

component codes, e.g. [57]. 

• Performance in fading channels, e.g. [33]. 

• When to stop decoding, e.g. [54, 50]. 
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Figure 1.4: Capacity curve for the binary input continuous output channel with additive 
white Gaussian noise. The performance of various codes are shown, demonstrating the 
remarkable performance of turbo codes for rates less than 1/2. The sources cited are 
a[24J, b[20], c[42J and d[19J. 

• The convergence properties of the decoder and how to model this, e.g. [51, 1, 50J. 

• Extrinsic information and what it means, e.g. [32, 17J. 

• Performance Bounds, e.g. [6, 21, 25J. 

Despite the vast body of information published on turbo-codes since 1993, they 

are still in many senses enigmatic. In particular lots of optimisation questions remain, 

such as: How to design the best turbo-codes of a particular complexity? How to best 

pass extrinsic information between component decoders? What is the best interleaver 

structure? Can undesirable decoder convergence behaviours be avoided? 

This thesis looks at two aspects of turbo code performance. Firstly, the various 

modes of convergence observed in the turbo decoding of binary turbo codes are shown 

and classified. This work provides a reference for the various convergence behaviours 

that should be expected for codes that use iterative decoding. It also allows for the 
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development of stopping criteria for the decoding process. Secondly, The potential of 

turbo codes based on non-binary component codes is examined. Previously such codes 

have been largely overlooked as candidates for providing good overall performance with 

simple component codes. The results of this work show that non-binary codes are very 

good candidates when trying to balance complexity with performance. 

1.5 Thesis Content 

The content of this thesis is divided into three major chapters. 

Chapter 2. details the code structure, the encoding and decoding of non binary turbo 

codes, and much of the background material needed to understand these processes. It 

is unlikely that any of this chapter represents much new content, especially with regard 

to the work of Berkmann [12]. However, given the lack of information available on the 

subject this provides a necessary background resource. 

Chapter 3 investigates the convergence phenomena encountered during the course 

of research toward this thesis. Where it is not explicitly referenced from another source, 

the chapter is original research. When this work was initially submitted for· publication 

(September 1999) it was not widely accepted that the turbo decoding structure would 

exhibit oscillatory behaviour in any non-degenerate situation. Significant new works in 

this area by ten Brink [17] and also by Agrawal and Vardy [1] did not form part of the 

basis for this portion of research as they post date its completion. They do however 

provide additional theoretical justification for the results presented. 

Chapter 4 examines the potential for turbo codes based on non-binary component 

codes. This chapter contains a substantial portion of new work. The standard binary 

results are not new, and the majority of credit for the metric and search criteria must 

go to Benedetto, Garello and Montorsi [9]. Additionally, a small number of results from 

White and Costello [62] are reproduced. In particular, the work on alternate binary 

codes, short frame lengths and all the non-binary codes except where stated is new, as 

is the non-binary bound on Zmin, the smallest output Hamming weight possible from a 

weight two input to a component code. 

1.6 Thesis Contributions 

This thesis contributes new knowledge in the areas of turbo code convergence and non 

binary turbo codes. The following works have been published/submitted as a result of 

the research in this thesis: 

• A. C. Reid, T. A. Gulliver and D. P. Taylor, "Convergence and errors in turbo

decoding," Proc. IEEE Int. Symp. on Inform. Theory, Washington DC, USA, June 

2001. 
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• A. C. Reid, T. A. Gulliver and D. P. Taylor, "Convergence and errors in turbo

decoding," IEEE Trans. Commun., vol. 49, no. 12, pp. 2045-2051, 2001 

• A. C. Reid, D. P. Taylor and T. A. Gulliver, "Non-binary turbo codes," to be 

presented at IEEE Int. Symp. on Inform. Theory 2002. 

• A. C. Reid, T. A. Gulliver and D. P. Taylor, "Non-binary turbo codes," submitted 

to IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, October 2001. 
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Chapter 2 

System Overview 

This chapter explains the structure and workings of the particular turbo encoder and de

coder considered in this thesis. After a brief overview, basic code concepts and non-binary 

arithmetic are introduced, and then the details of the information source, modulator, 

channel, demodulator and iterative decoder are established. 

2.1 Basic structure· 

This section briefly introduces the basic turbo code encoding and decoding structures in 

order to aid the more complete descriptions that follow. 

The turbo encoder is constructed from the parallel concatenation of recursive sys

tematic convolutional (RSC) component codes. This thesis considers only rate 1/3 turbo 

codes constructed from the concatenation of two identical rate 1/2 RSC codes. Such an 

encoder is depicted in figure 2.1. This is a systematic structure. The source symbols are 

transferred directly to the output accompanied by two sets of parity data from the parity 

outputs of each constituent encoder. To ensure that the sets of parity data are different 

(close to independent), the source data is shuffled or interleaved in a random, but known 

manner before being encoded by the second constituent encoder. The inclusion of this 

random interleaving stage provides most of the complexity of the turbo code structure. 

Turbo encoder 
Random q·ary 
symbol source 1--.-...----------------7--+1 

,"'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----\ 

Figure 2.1: Structure of a rate 1/3 turbo encoder. 

Modulator 
and Channel 

At the receiver, after demodulation, an iterative decoding structure is used. This 
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is depicted in figure 2.2 for one iteration. It is this decoding structure that makes the 

decoding of turbo codes practical. The first component decoder decodes only the first 

component code, using the received systematic symbols and the first set of parity symbols. 

The so called extrinsic information from this stage is used to bias the a priori input for the 

second decoder, which decodes the second component code using the received systematic 

symbols and the second set of parity symbols. The results from this stage are then used 

to re-bias the first component decoder, and so the process iterates. At any point, the 

MAP output of the decoder provides an overall decision after the number of iterations 

that have been performed. This process is fully explained in section 2.7. 

a riori 

Iterative decoder (single iteration) 

L--_~ apdod Extrinsic 1------1 
Component 
Decoder 1 

MAPoui 

Most Likely 

a priori Extrln~dc 

Component 
Decoder 2 

systematic 
parity MAP out 

Most Likely 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

extrinsic 

1 sstematic 

sell 

set2 

Figure 2.2: Block diagram showing one iteration of the turbo decoder. The '1' and 'D' 
blocks represent interleaving and de-interleaving. 

2.2 Weights and Distances 

The analysis of turbo codes, the construction of interleavers and methods for choosing 

good component codes all revolve around considering how the turbo code will respond 

to low weight inputs as determined by its weight enumerating function (WEF). These 

concepts need to be defined. 

2.2.1 Basics 

The Hamming weight of a binary sequence (or codeword or input) is simply the number 

of 1 's in the sequence. The Hamming distance between two sequences is the number of 

positions in which the two sequences differ. 

For the majority of this thesis only Hamming weights and distances are used. How

ever, in the later portion of chapter 4 where quaternary and higher codes are considered, 

Euclidean distance is used to measure the distance between two sequences. This measure 

takes into account the different distances between points in quaternary and higher level 

signalling constellations. (see section 5.3.) 
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2.2.2 Linearity and WEFs 

Every useful FEe code can be considered as a one-to-one mapping of a set of all possible 

input sequences of length k onto a set of possible output sequences C of length n where 

n > k. Such a code is said to be linear if the sum of any two output sequences in C is 

also a member of C. 

A consequence of this is that the codeword (output sequence) ° consisting of all D's 

must be a member of every linear code. Additionally, if a codeword is chosen at random, 

and the distances between it an all other codewords enumerated, this set of distances 

will be the same no matter which codeword is chosen. Furthermore, if these distances 

are enumerated with respect to 0, then this is equivalent to just enumerating the weights 

of all the codewords in C, because the distance between a codeword c and ° is just the 

weight of c. 

All the codes considered in this thesis are linear. Thus for any linear code, the weight 

enumerating function (WEF) of the code is an enumeration of the distances. between 

codewords, and may be simply determined by enumerating the weights of all codewords. 

2.2.3 Free Distance, Nearest Neighbours and Code Performance 

The weight enumerating function of a code can be related to its performance. In par

ticular, errors between two codewords are most likely to occur if the codewords are very 

similar. For this reason, the smallest distance between codewords, known as the minimum 

distance or free distance of the code is very important. 

Also, if there are a lot of alternate codewords (nearest neighbours) close to the 

transmitted codeword rather than just a few, an error is more likely to occur. Thus the 

number of nearest neighbours is also very important. 

In fact these two parameters dominate the performance of concatenated codes at 

different signal to noise ratios (SNRs) as shown in figure 2.3. The. code has a superior 

minimum distance c compared to the code with minimum distance a. However the 

• code has many more low weight codewords and hence more nearest neighbours than 

the ~'code. At lower SNR's in the 'waterfall' region of the performance curve, the number 

of nearest neighbours dominates code behaviour. out performs •. ) At high SNR's 

in the 'floor' region for the performance curve, the free distance of the code dominates 

performance. (. out performs •. ) 

Turbo codes typically operate in the 'waterfall' region of the curve and therefore 

it is the the number of nearest neighbours or low weight codewords that dominate the 

code's performance. (See section 4.3.) 
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Figure 2.3: Diagram indicating how the minimum distance and number of low weight 
codewords effect performance. 

2.3 Mathematics 

2.3.1 Rings and Fields 

Binary codes are defined using arithmetic over the Galois field GF(2) == Z2 == lF2 which 

contains only two elements. Codes over larger sets of elements are possible. In particular, 

this thesis considers codes over a number of (small) integer rings. 

A ring R consists of a set of elements and two operators: addition (+) and multi

plication (x), such that Va, b, c E R 

a+bE R 

a x bE R 

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c) 

a+b=b+a 

:J an additive identity 0 E R : a + 0 = a 

:J an additive inverse - a E R : a + (-a) = 0 

(a X b) xc = a X (b x c) 

a x (b + c) = (a X b) + (a X c) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

There always exists at least one ring of q elements. In most cases, several rings of 

size q exist. We denote Zq as the integer residue ring of size q, consisting of the elements 

{O, 1, ... ,q - 1} over which all addition and multiplication is carried out modulo-q. 

Fields are a subset of rings which exhibit the following additional properties: Va, b E 

F a field. 

axb=bxa 

Va =1= 0,:3 an multiplicative identity 1 E F : a x 1 = a 

Va =1= O,:J an multiplicative inverse a-I E F : a X a-I = 1 

14 
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There exists a maximum of one distinct field of q elements lB'q, and for some q no 

field of q elements exists (e. g. q = 6). Specifically if q = pn, p prime, n an integer, then 

a field of q elements exists. Additionally if q is prime then lB'q == Zq. 

The particular symbols used to represent elements of a ring or field and their as

sociated binary operators are inconsequential. The integers {a, 1, ... ,q - 1} and the 

operators + and x are used because of their intuitive fit to the required properties. 

2.3.2 Arithmetic tables 

The construction and decoding of non-binary turbo codes only requires the operations 

multiplication, addition and subtraction. This means that turbo codes can be constructed 

over any ring R. 

In this thesis, codes are constructed over lB'2' lB'3, Z4, lB'4' lB'5, Z6, lB's and also the other 

possible rings of four elements denoted lB'2 + ulB'2 and lB'2 + vlB'2.1 These are all possible 

rings of two to five elements, and one ring each of six and eight elements. Arithmetic 

tables for the four rings of four elements are given in table 2.1. 

2.3.3 Log-likelihood algebra 

. The structure of the iterative decoding algorithm used in the decoder depends heavily 

on the concept of log-likelihoods, and vectors of log-likelihoods. 

Notation 

The notation LC,ab(g) is used to represent the log-likelihood ratio 

(
W(g = a)) 

LC,ab(g) = In W(g = b) (2.12) 

where 9 is a sample of the random variable G. Clearly the sign of LC,ab(g) represents a 

hard decision as to whether 9 is more likely to be a or b, while the magnitude represents 

the strength of that decision. This notation is also used in the time varying case 

(
W(g(t) = a(t))) 

LC,ab(g) = In W(g(t) = b(t)) (2.13) 

as inclusion of the independent variable t would be too cumbersome. When it is obvious 

that samples 9 of a variable G are being considered the additional subscripts are dropped 

leaving Lab == LC,ab(g). 

Additionally the bracketed notation {L} is used to represent the set of log-likelihood 

ratios LiD, Vi, and the bolded notation L to represent a time indexed vector of these sets. 

1 Specifically, Jl?2 + UJl?2 consists of the elements {O, 1, U, 1 + u} where u2 = 0 and Jl?2 + VJl?2 consists of 
the elements {O, 1, v, 1 + v} where v2 = v. In table 2.1, integers are chosen for u and v which meet the 
required properties. 
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+ 0 1 2 3 x -x x 0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 2 3 0 1 3 1 0 1 2 3 

2 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 

3 3 0 1 2 3 1 3 0 3 2 1 

(a) 2'::4 arithmetic tables 

+ 0 1 2 3 x -x X 0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 

2 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 3 1 

3 3 2 1 0 3 3 3 0 3 1 2 

(b) 18'4 arithmetic tables 

+ 0 1 2 3 x -x x 0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 

2 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 

3 3 2 1 0 3 3 3 0 3 2 1 

(c) 18'2 + u18'2 arithmetic tables 

+ 0 1 2 3 x -x X 0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 3 

2 2 3 0 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 

3 3 2 1 0 3 3 3 0 3 0 3 

(d) 18'2 + v18'2 arithmetic tables 

Table 2.1: Arithmetic tables for the rings of four elements 
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For example, consider a quaternary turbo code2 with a frame length of 5 systematic 

symbols. The log-likelihoods associated with the systematic symbols of a particular 

frame as supplied by the demodulator will be denoted Lsys with the notation 

(2.14) 

while for j = 0,1, ... ,4 

(2.15) 

Conversion 

The absolute probabilities 

Pi = JP'(g = i) (2.16) 

may be calculated from the log-likelihood ratios {LG}' First note from (2.12) that 

i = 1,2, ... ,q-1 (2.17) 

from which it is immediate that 

q-l q-l 

LPi = Po L exp(LiO) (2.18) 
i=l i=l 

where q is the size of the ring. Furthermore, the sum of the probabilities must equal one 

hence 

so that 

q-l 

Po + LPi 
i=l 

q-l 

1 

1- Po '"' -- = L...J exp(LiO) 
Po i=l 

1 
Po = -l-+----:2:=-e-x-p-=--(L-i-,-O) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Once Po has been determined it is a simple matter to obtain the other Pi via equation 

(2.17) 

Pi = Po exp(LiO ) , i = 1,2, ... ,q - 1. (2.22) 

2 "Quaternary codes" is a general term used to refer to the set of codes whose arithmetic is over any 
ring of four elements. 
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Algebra 

The iterative decoder adds and subtracts vectors of log-likelihoods Lsys. This process is 

performed as follows: 

= 

= 

({L}A,t=O, {L}A,l , ... , {L}A,n) + ({L}B,t=O , {L}B,l , ... , {L}B,n) 

({L}A,t=O + {L}B,t=O , {L}A,l + {L}B,l , ... , {L}A,n + {L}B,n) 

LA,lO LB,lO 

LA,20 
+ 

LB,20 

LA,(q-l)O t=o LB,(q-l)O t=o 

({ 
LAIO+LBIO} ) 
LA:20 7 LB:20 , ... (2.23) 

t=o 
reducing to the summation of pairs of L iO . In terms of probabilities 

Most likely 

I (W(g = i) ) I (W(g = i) ) 
n W(g = 0) A + n W(g = 0) B 

= In (WA(9 = i)WB(g = i)) 
WA(9 = O)WB(g = 0) 

(2.24) 

At some point, it is necessary to turn probabilities into hard decisions by choosing the 

most likely symbol given a set probabilities or log-likelihood ratios (see section 2.7.2). 

If this decision must be made from a set of probabilities Pi with L:Pi = 1, then 

this is done by choosing the symbol i which has the largest corresponding Pi. If the 

probabilities are represented by a set of log-likelihood ratios {L} then a decision can be 

made based on the LiO directly. This is done by choosing the symbol i which corresponds 

to the largest positive LiO, or if no LiO are positive then i = 0 is the most likely symbol. 

2.4 Symbol Source 

An ideal q-ary data source is assumed in this thesis. Such a source provides a continuous 

stream of random uncorrelated q-ary symbols. This allows the decoder to initially assume 

equal a priori probabilities for each received symbol. 

In practice this is a reasonable model for simulation as in any real system data can 

be compressed by the source encoder so that it closely approximates these assumptions. 

Computer simulation is not capable of producing truely random data, however the use 

of a good pseudo random number generator will closely approximate the ideal [49] with 

the additional advantage of having a known 'seed' or initial value which makes individual 

simulations repeatable. 
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2.5 The Encoder 

2.5.1 Overall Structure 

Only rate 1/3 turbo encoders with identical rate 1/2 recursive systematic convolutional 

(RSC) component encoders are considered throughout this thesis. The structure is iden

tical to that used for binary turbo codes with the same parameters except q-ary symbols 

are used and all arithmetic is over a ring of size q. Such an encoder is depicted in figure 

2.4. 

Turbo encoder 
'----------------------------------, Random q-ary 

symbol source 1--.-_o_---------------''---cH 

I 
\ I 

~---------------------------------~ 

Figure 2.4: Structure of a rate 1/3 turbo encoder 

Modulator 
and Channel 

The source provides a random stream of q-ary symbols which are divided up into 

frames of n symbols. The symbols in each frame are encoded using a rate 1/2 recur

sive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder to produce one set of parity symbols. The 

systematic symbols are then randomly permuted or interleaved, and passed through a 

second RSC encoder to provide a second set of parity symbols. The systematic symbols 

and both sets of parity symbols are transmitted providing an overall code rate of 1/3. 

2.5.2 Encoder Description 

The notation used to describe both a particular component encoder and the turbo code 

constructed from it will be (an . .. aolbn ... bo) where the ai and bi are coefficients of the 

numerator and denominator of the non-systematic portion of the component encoder 

matrix G(D), giving 

(2.25) 

For example a quaternary 16-state component code is defined by 

(2011331) ~ [1 2D2 + 1 ] 
3D2 + 3D + 1 

(2.26) 

The systematic portion of the component code will be implied in the notation, with 

phrases such as 'the code' and 'the encoder' referring only to the non-systematic part of 

the code. In this sense we can think of a turbo codeword as consisting of the data symbols 

plus two sets of parity symbols generated by rate 1 recursive convolutional codes. 
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This notation does not explicitly state over which particular ring a code is defined, 

however this will always be clear from the context. 

2.5.3 Component Encoders 

If we only consider the case where bo = 1, i.e. codes of the form (an ... aolbn ... bi 1), 

then one block diagram for the non-systematic portion of this code is shown in figure 2.5. 

This is the structure used by Baldini and Farrell [4], and also by Kerr [41]. 

r 

Figure 2.5: Block diagram implePlentation of the non-systematic portion of the encoder 
represented by equation 2.25. The circles containing the various a and f3 represent 
multiplication by a constant, the circles with + signs addition and the squares with D's, 
delay elements. 

This implementation can be shown to be valid by noting that 

kID + ao,,! 

kX+1D + ax,,! - bx¢ 

an,,! - bn¢ 

x = 1,2, ... , n-1 

Combining these we see that 

A A 

k n->.. = "! L an_/-LDA-/-L - ¢ L bn_/-LDA-/-L 

/-L=O /-L=O 
n-I n-l 

"! L an_/-LDn-I-/-L - ¢ L bn_/-LDn-I-/-L 

/-L=O /-L=O 

hence 

n n-I 

"! L an_/-LDn-/-L - ¢ L bn_/-LDn-/-L 

/-L=O /-L=O 
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O<A<n 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 



This gives the required transfer function 

2.5.4 Interleaver 

n-I 

L bn_/-LDn-/-L + 1 
/-L=O 

anDn + an_IDn- 1 + ... + aID + ao 
bnDn + bn_IDn-1 + ... + bID + 1 

(2.33) 

The interleaver is simply a permuter that shuffles the order of the systematic bits be

fore they are encoded by the second component encoder. Many interleaver constructions 

exist. However as Shannon stated [53], to achieve near capacity performance the statis

tical properties of the transmitted signal must approach white noise. Because of this, 

interleavers that are random in nature lead to turbo-codes with better performance. 

Three different types of pseudo-random interleaver are considered in this thesis. 

• Random: Interleaver simply shuffles the symbols in the frame in the most random 

way possible 

• S-Random [23J: Interleaver shuffles the symbols in the frame as randomly as possi

ble with the constraint that no two symbols that were originally within S positions 

of each other may remain within S positions of each other. 

• Terminating [10, 15J: Interleaver shuffles the symbols in the frame as randomly 

as possible with the constraint that the position of symbols in the frame must 

remain constant modulo m, where m is the period of the impulse response of the 

component encoder.3 This terminating interleaver design allows both component 

encoders to be terminated in a known state (see section 2.5.5). 

In the turbo code structure, the role of the interleaver is to attempt to permute 

data sequences that produce low weight parity output from the first component encoder 

onto sequences that will produce high weight parity output from the second component 

encoder (see section 3.2.1). 

Both the S-random and terminating interleaver designs choose from a subset of 

random interleavers with the object of choosing interleavers that appear random, but 

possess additional useful properties. Unfortunately, the terminating design, despite its 

nice termination properties, is necessarily bad (see section 3.2.2) because it is less likely to 

permute low weight producing sequences into high weight producing sequences. However, 

the S-random interleaver does indeed provide a better than average construction. Because 

3For a good component code over a ring of size q with v memory elements m = qV - 1. 
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of this S-random interleavers are used for all the simulations of chapter 5 where best 

performance is the primary objective. 

2.5.5 Frame termination 

The encoding strategy used always starts by placing both component encoders in the 0 

state.4 As this is known, it can be used by the decoder to provide a slight performance 

gain bver the case where initial states are unknown. A similar situation exists at the 

end of each frame. Once an entire information frame has passed through the encoder, 

the states of both component encoders will be a function of their initial states, the 

information symbols, and for the second encoder, the interleaver. The possibility exists 

for appending some termination symbols to the information frame to ensure that one 

or both of the component codes return to a known state which can be assumed by 

the decoder. This process is called frame termination, and three different termination 

strategies are considered in this thesis, namely, 

• None: No termination symbols are added to the information frame, and the best 

the decoder can do is assume that all possible final states are equally likely. 

• Single [22J: A convolutional encoder with v memory elements can always be forced 

to the 0 state by a state dependent sequence of v input symbols. This strategy 

examines the state of the first component encoder after the information frame has 

passed though, and appends the appropriate zero forcing termination sequence to 

the information frame. Thus the decoder can assume that the first component 

encoder finished in the 0 state, however no assumption can be made about the final 

state of the second component encoder. 

• Double [10, 15J: The use of a terminating interleaver guarantees that the same v 

long termination sequence will force both component encoders to finish in the 0 

state. 

As discussed in the previous section, the terminating interleaver design produces 

bad interleavers and hence practical application of the double termination method is not 

feasible. For this reason the performance simulations presented in chapter 5 use the single 

termination method presented in [22J as some knowledge of the encoders terminating state 

is better than none. 

2.6 Transmission and Reception 

The transmitter must take the data produced by the encoder and convert it into a form 

suitable for transmission through the channel. Conversely the receiver must take the 

4The 0 state is chosen only for convenience. The important point is that it is a known state. 
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corrupted signals from the channel and put them in a form suitable for decoding. 

2.6.1 The transmitter 

The encoder produces a stream of q-ary symbols which the transmitter must modulate 

and send through the channel. 

The modulation considered throughout this thesis is q-ary PSK [36] where q is the 

size of the ring being used by the code. This makes the mapping of data symbols to 

constellation points straightforward.5 The phase of the carrier takes on one of q possible 

values, and during each signalling interval of duration T one of q signals 

{ 

i = 0,1, ... ,q - 1 

fe = nclT, ne E Z 

o ~ t ~ T 

(2.34) 

is transmitted, where E is the signal energy per symbol. This results in a two-dimensional 

signal constellation with 

(h(t) = #, cos (27r fet) , 

¢Q(t) = #,sin(27rf et) , 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

as a suitable pair of orthonormal basis functions that determine the inphase I and quadra

ture Q components of the signal. Using these basis functions to represent the Si(t) gives 

vEcos (2;i) ¢I(t) - vEsin (2;i) ¢Q(t), 

SiI¢I(t) - SiQ¢Q(t) 

~Q ~Q 
0 53 52 

~I 
50 52 

0
51 51 

50 

2-PSK (BPSK) 3-PSK 4-PSK (QPSK) 

{ 
i = 0,1, ... ,q - 1 

o ~t ~ T 

~B 
0 5 

54 

~I 3 

(2.37) 

~I 

0 52 
50 

51 
0 

5-PSK 

Figure 2.6: q-ary-PSK signal constellations with constant E. 

Figure 2.6 shows the resultant signal constellations associated with q-ary-PSK mod

ulation for some small values of q. 

5Different mappings are possible, and are considered in section 5.3. 
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2.6.2 The effect of a noisy channel 

The channel considered is the ideal continuous additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel. This produces noise samples that are independent both of each other and the 

transmitted signal. Hence we can represent the received signal x(t) as 

x(t) = Si(t) + w(t), (2.38) 

where w(t) is a sample function from a white Gaussian process W(t) with zero mean and 

two-sided power spectral density N o/2. 

2.6.3 The receiver 

The received signal 

The receiver correlates the received signal x(t) with each of the basis functions rpj(t). 

The output of correlator j is a sample of the random variable Xj, 

Xj faT x(t)rpj(t) dt 

Sij + nj , j =I,Q 

where Sij is the deterministic component from the transmitted signal and 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

is the sample of the random variable Nj present due to noise in the output of the corre

lator. 

The details of simulating the effect of this additive noise are presented in appendix 

A. 

Probabilities for the decoder 

For each received symbol the decoder requires the set of probabilities Pi for each i that 

the transmitted signal was Si(t) given that the received signal is x(t) 

Pi = JP> (s(t) = si(t)lx(t)) , Vi (2.41) 

It turns out to be easier to calculate the set of log-likelihood ratios LiO from which the 

probabilities Pi can subsequently be determined.6 ,7 Now, 

L.o - In (JP>(S(t) = si(t)lx(t))) 
t - JP>(s(t) = so(t)lx(t)) , 

i = 1,2, ... ,q - 1 (2.42) 

6For notational simplicity we use LiO to represent Ls(t)IX(t),Si(t)SO(t) in this context. 
7 so(t) is chosen as the reference symbol for these log-likelihoods. This is an arbitrary choice, and 

choosing any other symbol would provide equivalent results 
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Using Bayes' rule, 

we may write 

lP(AIB) 
lP(CIB) 

lP(BIA) lP(A) 
lP(BIC) X lP(C) 

LiO = In (lP(x(t)ls(t) = Si(t))) + In (lP(S(t) = Si)) 
lP(x(t)ls(t) = so(t)) lP(s(t) = so) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

Because all symbols are equally likely to be transmitted, the second term (the a priori 

probability) is 0, and hence 

LiO = In (lP(x(t)ls(t) = Si(t))) 
lP(x(t)ls(t) = so(t)) , 

i = 1,2, ... , q - 1 (2.45) 

The problem now becomes the evaluation of P(x(t)ls(t) = Si(t)) given the information 

Xj available at the correlator outputs. First notice that 

lP(x(t)ls(t) = Si(t)) lP(xI,xQlsI = SiI,SQ = SiQ) , 

lP(xIlsI = SiI) x lP(xQlsQ = SiQ) 

i = 0, ... , q-1 

(2.46) 

using the inphase and quadrature notation of (2.37). The second line is made possible by 

the fact that in the case of an AWGN channel, the correlator outputs are independent. 

The probabilities in (2.46) may now be replaced by the probability density functions 

associated with XI and xQ to give 

lP(x(t)ls(t) = Si(t)) = 

(2.47) 

Finally we determine that 

i = 1,2, ... ,M -1 (2.48) 

Expressing this functionally we see that 

L. _ (distance between X and sO)2 - (distance between x and Si)2 (2.49) 
20 - 2 . . x nOIse vanance 

The probabilities Pi that were initially sought may now be calculated from the log

likelihood ratios (see section 2.3.3). These probabilities are the information the decoder 

requires for each symbol received. 
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2.7 The Decoder 

2.7.1 What is known 

The decoder necessarily knows the frame length, the component R8C code used, the 

8NR and the structure of the interleaver. It also assumes that all symbols are equally 

likely to be transmitted, and that both component encoders started in the zero state. It 

is possible that it also knows the terminating state of these encoders. 

After demodulation, the decoder is supplied with three sets of probabilities; those 

associated with the systematic symbols L sys , and those associated with each of the two 

sets of parity symbols Lparl and L par2 . These probability vectors are made up of sets 

{ L} of log likelihood ratios LiD as calculated in section 2.6.3. 

2.7.2 The iterative decoder 

Despite the apparent simplicity of the turbo encoder, the inclusion of a random interleaver 

means that the trellis structure of a turbo code is intractably complex. Because of 

this, the use of traditional one step decoding methods such as the Viterbi algorithm is 

impossible. 

The sub-optimal iterative decoding algorithm is what makes it feasible to decode 

such complex codes. The basic concept is that the simpler constituent codes are decoded 

repeatedly using soft-input-soft-output (8180) constituent decoders. The new informa

tion gleaned from one constituent decoder is then used to bias the a priori probabilities 

used by the next constituent decoder. The iterative decoding process is depicted in figure 

2.7. 

Iterative decoder (single iteration) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------I I 

a riori I r aprl I Lapri 

MAP Decoder MAP Decoder 

~s!t!ltem!!lla!ll£tic~h~=:t~apriOd 
MAPou! MAP out 

Most Likely Most Likely 

Figure 2.7: Block diagram showing one iteration of the turbo decoder. 

The process works as follows: 

1. The decoder initially assumes equal a priori probabilities L apri for each symbol. 

2. The 8180 component decoder takes the systematic probabilities L sys , the first set 

of parity probabilities Lparl, the a priori estimates of the information symbols Lapri 
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and decodes the first component code. This gives an a posteriori estimate Ldecl 

for each information symbol. 

3. It can be shown [32] that this a posteriori estimate can be viewed as the sum of 

three terms 

(2.50) 

where Lext is the extrinsic or extra information that was gleaned from this particular 

step in the decoding process. This extrinsic information provides an independent 

estimate of the information symbols, and is used as the a priori information for the 

second component decoder. 

4. The systematic, and extrinsic probabilities are then interleaved (denoted by t), and 

L;ys, Lpar2 and L;xtl are given to the second component decoder which provides a 

new a posteriori estimate of the transmitted symbols so that 

- -t -t -
Ldec2 = Lextl + Lsys + Lext2 (2.51 ) 

This new extrinsic information is then deinterleaved and used as the a priori esti

mate when decoding the first component code again. 

5. This process repeats (usually for a fixed number of iterations), hopefully providing 

an improved a posteriori estimate of the information symbols with each iteration. 

When enough iterations have been completed, a hard decision is made about each 

information symbol from the latest a posteriori estimate.8 

For the iterative process to work, the decomposition of the a posteriori log-likelihood 

ratios that each constituent decoder calculates into the sum of their a priori, systematic 

and extrinsic parts must be possible 

(2.52) 

This decomposition is shown to be valid in the binary case in [32] and is still valid in this 

more general situation where vectors of sets of log-likelihood ratios L are considered be

cause its formation ([32] eqn. 44) works independently for each a posteriori log-likelihood 

ratio in the sets. 

2.7.3 The constituent decoders 

The constituent decoder decodes the systematic data against one set of parity bits at a 

time. A full iteration of the decoder requires the constituent decoder to be run twice, 

once on each set of parity bits. 

8See section 3.4 for a discussion of how many iterations might be required, and section 2.3.3 for a 
description of how hard decisions are made from soft probability ratios. 
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The BCJR MAP algorithm [3] is used, and is described in this context below. The 

BCJR algorithm is optimal in that it finds the most likely transmitted symbol at each 

time index. This means that each of the component decoders is optimal, but these only 

decode against one set of parity bits, and the overall iterative decoder is not optimal. 

Let the N states of the constituent convolutional encoder be indexed by n, n = 

0,1, ... ,N - 1 noting that N = qV where q is the size of the ring used, and v is the 

number of memory elements in the constituent encoder. Secondly let the state of the 

constituent encoder at time t be denoted by St, its input by Ut and its output by Xt, where 

Xt = (Xts, X tp ) with XtS and Xtp representing the systematic and parity components 

of the output. As the code is an q-ary code we must have Ut, XtS, Xtp E {a, 1, ... ,q -1}. 

Also let a sequence of states from time t to t' be denoted by st with corresponding 

output xi'. 
The state transitions of the constituent encoder are governed by the transition prob

abilities 

kt(nln') = JlD(St = nlSt-l = n') (2.53) 

These are determined both by the trellis structure of the constituent code (which may 

disallow some transitions), and by the a priori probabilities of the input (which may 

favour some transitions). If the constituent encoder is forced to end in a known state 

by the addition of a tail sequence to the input data (see section 2.5.5), then this will 

limit the allowed transitions near the end of the trellis. If we define u(n', n) to be the 

input required to move the constituent encoder from state n' to state n (assuming this 

transition is allowed), then for times t not in the tail section of the trellis we can write 

( I
') {JlD(Ut=u(n"n)) if transition is possible 

kt n n = ° otherwise 
(2.54) 

If the trellis is terminated, then in the tail section only one transition is possible from 

each state, and we can write 

( I
') {1 if transition is forced 

kt n n = ° otherwise 
(2.55) 

Note that JlD(Ut = u(n',n)) is simply one of the a priori probabilities associated with the 

input to the constituent code at time t. This information is supplied to the constituent 

decoder by the main iterative decoding process. 

The output of the constituent encoder is determined by the probabilities 

qt(Xln',n) = JlD(Xt=XISt-l=n',St=n) (2.56) 

where X = (Xs,Xp) and Xs,Xp E {0,1, ... ,q-1}. Because the constituent encoders 

are time invariant, qt(Xlm',m) is time independent and we may write 

( I
') {1 if X = output with transition from state n' to n 

qt X n ,n = ° otherwise 
(2.57) 
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Assuming that the constituent encoder starts in state So = 0, is presented with an 

input sequence Vr, and ends in a possibly known terminal state Sn it will produce an 

output sequence XI. At the receiver the constituent decoder will be presented with a 

sequence YI, a version of XI corrupted by AWGN noise in the channel. The objective 

of the decoder is to examine YI in the light of the a priori probabilities lP'(Ut = U) and 

determine the a posteriori probabilities 

{ 
t= 1,2, ... ,7 

U = 0,1, ... , q - 1 
(2.58) 

It turns out that these a posteriori probabilities can be calculated from the joint 

probability 

with 

(Jt(n',n) = lP'(St-l=n',St=n,Yl) 

lP'(St-l = n', St = nlYl) .lP'(Yl) 

1 
--x 
lP'(Yf) 

nn' 
u(n',~)=U 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

Now for a particular received sequence YI, lP'(Yf) will be a constant, and so the first 

term of (2.60) can be ignored as long as we normalise to ensure that 

q-l 

L lP'(Ut = UIYl) = 1 
u=o 

The problem is then reduced to finding the (Jt(n', n). Define 

= lP'(St = n, yO 
lP'(Y[+11 St = n) 

at(n) 

(3t( n) 

'Yt(n',n) = lP'(St = n, YtISt-l = n') 

It can be shown [3] that 

and also that at(n) can be written as the recursion 

N-l 

at(n) = L at-l(n') ''Yt(n',n) , t = 1,2, ... ,7 

n'=O 

(2.61 ) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

Because it is known that the constituent encoder began in state 0 suitable boundary 

conditions are 

ao(O) 1, and ao(n) = 0, for n i= 0 (2.67) 
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Similarly, it can be shown that (3t(n) is given by the recursion 

N-l 

(3t(n) = I:{3t+1(n')'')'t+l(n,n') , t = 0,1, ... ,T - 1 (2.68) 
n'=O 

In this case if the terminal state of the constituent encoder is unknown, suitable boundary 

conditions are 

n = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1 (2.69) 

providing equal probabilities for each state. Conversely if a tail sequence was used and 

it is known that the constituent encoder ended in state ° then 

(37(0) = 1, and (37(n) = 0, for n =1= ° (2.70) 

Therefore, (J" can be determined from a, (3 and ,)" and a and {3 can be determined 

recursively, as shown above, given suitable boundary conditions. Note the the a recursion 

works from the start of the frame (t = 0) while the {3 recursion works from the end of 

the frame (t = T). Because of these backward and forward recursions the entire frame is 

needed before decoding can begin. 

Lastly ')'t(n',n) must be determined. It can be shown that 

')'t(n',n) = I:kt(nln') ·qt(Xlm',m) ·JP>(YtIX) 
x 

where the summation is over all possible output symbols X = (Xs, Xp). So 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

Now because the probability of receiving Yts is only dependent on the transmitted infor

mation symbol Xs, and similarly Ytp is dependent only on the transmitted parity symbol 

X p, this can be simplified to 

(2.73) 

These probabilities JP>(YtgIXe), £ = S, P are in fact some of the probabilities calculated in 

section 2.6.3 (equation 2.47) and are provided to the constituent decoders by the overall 

iterative decoding process. 

In summary, for each frame, and for each half-iteration, the constituent decoder is 

provided with a priori probabilities for each of the information symbols JP>(Ut = U). It is 

also provided with the transmission probabilities JP>(YtgIXg) for the systematic and parity 

symbols of the particular component code. In return the constituent decoder calculates 

the maximised a posteriori probabilities JP>(Ut = UIYI). 
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Chapter 3 

Decoder Convergence Study 

The iterative turbo decoding algorithm has somewhat elusive convergence properties. In 

this chapter, the modes of convergence observed in an extensive series of turbo-code simu

lations are categorised by examining the bit convergence behaviour for each frame. Build

ing on these results, a new method for decoder termination based on average log-likelihood 

ratios is presented, and is compared with other methods. As a further application, a se

lective repeat ARQ system using turbo codes is considered. 

3.1 Introduction 

The work in this chapter was motivated by error rate plots such as that shown in figure 

3.1, which appeared to indicate that performing more decoder iterations does not nec

essarily results in better performance. These results are due to oscillating convergence 

behaviour in the turbo decoder, and are exacerbated by the very poor interleaver that 

was used for this particular simulation and the small number of decoder iterations.1 

The convergence properties of the iterative decoding algorithm used for turbo

decoding have been of concern for some time. In 1996, Benedetto and Montorsi [6] 

considered it an important theoretical question. Subsequent research has shown that 

while the turbo-decoder will usually converge, neither convergence to the correct maxi

mum likelihood (ML) solution, nor convergence to a stable solution can be guaranteed, 

particularly at low SNRs [45, 51]. It is however clear that good interleaver'design can 

minimize the number of frames for which the decoder converges to an incorrect solution 

or does not converge at all [23, 2]. 

Recently, Richardson [51] proved the existence of fixed points using a geometric 

argument. He showed that the turbo decoding algorithm always possesses fixed points, 

and gave conditions under which only one fixed point will exist. He also states that 

even if the decoder possesses stable fixed points, this does not guarantee convergence. 

IThe frame depicted in figure 3.11 is from this simulation, and it is frames like this that are responsible 
for the rising floor seen in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Error rate plot which appears to show that more decoder iterations can 
actually lead to poorer code performance (terminating interleaver). These results are 
not typical. The bound is a union bound. 

These results are very useful, but do not illustrate what occurs when the decoder fails to 

converge. In this thesis specific information and examples of the dynamic behaviour of 

the decoder are provided. 

Papers subsequent to the work of this chapter enlighten the situation further and 

reinforce the results presented. 

In [1], Agrawal and Vardy examine the fixed points ofthe turbo decoding algorithm 

as a function of SNR. They show that at all reasonable SNRs the decoding process will 

possess so called 'unequivocal' fixed points that correspond to a correct or nearly correct 

decision. However at lower SNRs, and in the waterfall region of the error rate curve these 

will be 'shadowed' by 'indecisive' fixed points which represent very incorrect solutions. 

As the SNR is increased through the waterfall region, such 'indecisive' fixed points bifur

cate via a number of different methods and eventually disappear. These results indicate 

that for sufficiently high SNRs, the decoding process will always converge to an 'unequiv

ocal' fixed point. For low SNRs, such points will be shadowed, and convergence to an 

'indecisive' fixed point will occur. In the waterfall region, either process may occur, or 

alternatively, the bifurcation process may result in stable 'invariant curves' to which the 

decoding process can converge resulting in never ending quasi-periodic oscillation. This 

view of the turbo decoding process as a dynamical system with fractal like properties 

was previously suggested by Barbulescu [11]. 

In [17], ten Brink also considers the convergence properties of turbo decoders, but 
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rather than considering individual frames, ensemble characteristics are examined. His 

extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts predict the performance of a turbo coded 

system at different SNRs. These results show that at low SNRs, ensemble convergence 

to low error solutions is impossible. In the waterfall region, ensemble convergence to 

low error rates is possible but will take many iterations. As the SNR further increases 

convergence will be quicker. 

The following sections examine the convergence of the classic turbo-decoder with 

particular focus on those frames that do not decode to the transmitted data. The code 

considered is a rate 1/3 turbo-code with a rate 1/2, four-state, (1011111), recursive sys

tematic convolutional (RSC) code used for both constituent encoders. The number of 

data bits per frame was set at rv 1000.2 The BCJR algorithm [3] was used in the con

stituent decoders. 

3.2 Inter leavers 

3.2.1 The Role of the Interleaver 

The interleaver lends the turbo code its complexity and the random nature required 

for good performance. It transforms the concatenation of two simple codes into a very 

complex code whilst still preserving the ability to implement a feasible decoder. It is 

because of this that the majority of the gain achieved by turbo codes is attributed to the 

interleaver [6]. As an ensemble effect, it is possible to view the interleaver as causing the 

input symbols to be mapped onto somewhat random codewords. 

On an individual codeword basis there are particular data frames for which this 

process does not work well, and it is the prevalence of these frames which determine the 

code's error performance in the waterfall region. As shown by Benedetto and Montorsi 

[6], it is specifically the encoders response to weight-two data sequences that dominates 

the code's performance. 

This is explained as follows. Firstly recall that both component codes are recursive, 

and will therefore by definition have an 'infinite' weight response to a weight-one im

pulse input. Therefore, the lowest weight (systematic+parity) output possible from an 

individual component code will be due to short low weight input sequences provided the 

input weight is at least two. In other words, particular low weight inputs will result in 

short low weight outputs from the component code. The job of the interleaver is to try 

and ensure that in such cases the input sequence is shuffled in a fashion which results in 

a much higher parity weight from the second component encoder. It is when this does 

not happen that codewords with low overall weight occur. Certain low weight inputs will 

generate low weight outputs from both component codes and therefore a codeword with 

2The frames presented all contain 1000 or 1024 data bits, but may be padded to 1002 or 1026 bits by 
a tail sequence. The resultant frame lengths are between 3000 and 3078 bits in length. 
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low weight. Such code words are the most susceptible to error, and hence dominate the 

performance of the turbo code. 

The interleaver works by mapping a sequence of weight x onto another random 

sequence of weight x. The chance that an input sequence which produces a low weight 

output will map onto another sequence that produces a low weight output is highest for 

weight two inputs. 

This can be demonstrated by considering a turbo code that encodes data frames of 

n symbols. Now let the number of weight two sequences that produce low output weights 

be a, and the number of weight three sequences that produce low output weights be b. 

Furthermore, in a frame of length n, there are n(n -1) possible weight two sequences and 

n(n - l)(n - 2) possible weight three sequences. Therefore the chance of a low output 

weight producing weight two sequence being mapped onto a similar sequence is n(na_l)' 

While for weight three inputs, the chance is only n(n-l)(n-2) a decrease by a factor of 

rv ~. For even higher weight inputs, this chance will decrease by further factors of rv ~. 3 

Hence the chance of two sequences that produce low weight outputs being mapped onto 

each other by the interleaver is highest for weight two inputs, and therefore, such weight 

two error events will dominate the tu,rbo codes performance. 

3.2.2 Interleaver Design 

Choosing a good interleaver limits the number of frames for which the decoder will exhibit 

undesirable convergence behaviour, but will not eliminate these frames. Three different 

classes of random or pseudo-random interleaver were used to produce the results reported 

in this thesis; terminating, random and S-random interleavers (see section 2.5.4). 

The different convergence phenomena which lead to the results of figure 3.1 were 

first observed when studying a frame termination strategy which ensures that both con

stituent encoders have a known final state [10, 15]. This involves using a constrained or 

terminating random interleaver. Unfortunately such an interleaver is significantly less 

likely to disturb the weight two information sequences, which as discussed in the previous 

section have been shown to dominate turbo-code performance [6]. The terminating ran

dom interleaver design requires that all input symbol positions remain constant modulo 

m where m is the period of the impulse response of the component encoder. However, 

it is unfortunately the case that all weight two error patterns that produce finite weight 

outputs will have the form 

1 ~ ( ~ )x 1 x an integer ~ ° (3.1) 
m-l m zeros 
zeros rep. x times 

3 a and b etc. are in fact likely to be exponentially dependant on each other as there are likely to be 
more weight three than weight two sequences that produce low output weights. However since only short 
inputs can produce low weight outputs, if we consider only long n then the factor of ~ given will be very 
close to correct. 
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where m is again the period of the impulse response of the component encoder. Some of 

these weight two error events are depicted in figure 3.2 for the (1011111) binary component 

code. Because of this, a terminating interleaver will map all weight two inputs that 

produce finite weight outputs onto each other. Hence such a design constraint is likely 

to select worse than average random interleavers 

Figure 3.2: Trellis section showing the shortest three weight two error events possible 
with the (1011111) code assuming the all O's path is correct. The solid lines depict 
transitions that require a 1 input while the dashed lines require a 0 input. 

As stated in section 2.5.4, S-random interleavers are an alternate constrained de

sign which ensures that no weight two inputs with length less than S are mapped onto 

each other [23]. This prevents the few lowest weight overall outputs from weight two in

puts from ever occurring, and hence represents a better than average random interleaver 

design. (The S-random interleaver used in this work has S = 21.) 

3.3 Modes of Convergence and Error Events 

To display the convergence behaviour of the turbo decoder, and to allow modes of decoder 

convergence to be categorised bit-convergence plots were generated by observing the bit

convergence for various frames. A bit-convergence plot such as that of figure 3.3 presents 

the log-likelihood ratio [32] for each information bit in a frame versus the number of 

iterations performed by the decoder. If a single iteration is taken as a single pass through 

both constituent decoders, then these log-likelihood values are available directly from the 

decoder after each half-iteration. The bold lines in the plots in this chapter represent the 

average bit convergence. 

Error events are related to these plots, in that after a fixed number of iterations, 

the decoder makes a hard decision. The log-likelihood ratio equals zero line acts as the 

decision boundary with bits above chosen as ones, and bits below as zeros.4 

Examination of the simulation results shows that frame convergence behaviour falls 

into one of three categories or modes: 

• Mode 1: All bits converge quickly and in an almost identical manner to a stable 

solution. (section 3.3.1, figure 3.3.) 

4Note that the term "errors" is used to denote differences between the transmitted data and the 
iteratively decoded data, and that maximum likelihood decoding of the frame may produce a different 
set of errors. The iterative decoding process is not maximum likelihood. 
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• Mode 2: All but a small number of bits converge quickly to a stable solution. The 

remaining bits converge in a markedly different manner. (section 3.3.2, figures 3.4 

to 3.6.) 

• Mode 3: The bit convergence plot oscillates, often with the log-likelihood ratios for 

some bits repeatedly crossing the decision boundary. (section 3.3.3, figures 3.7 to 

3.12.) 

The results presented indicate that these different modes of convergence are usually 

representative of particular kinds of error events. There will however be exceptions to 

these associations. 

• Mode 1 convergence is what is observed for frames that decode quickly to an error 

free solution. This is the desirable behaviour. 

• Mode 2 convergence is what is observed for frames that converge to a stable solution 

containing a small number of uncorrectable errors. In particular, it is this mode 

of convergence that is associated with the low weight error events that dominate 

turbo-code performance [6]. 

• Mode 3 convergence is associated with frames in which the number of errors oscillate 

as more decoder iterations occur. 

It is possible to draw some correlation between these error classes and the 'algorithm 

anomalies' observed by McEliece et. al. [45], and also with the results of Agrawal and 

Vardy's [1] more recent work on the fixed points in the turbo decoding algorithm. Both 

of these papers view the the turbo decoder as a dynamical system in which the decoding 

algorithm, or 'turbo transformations' cause the system to converge toward fixed points 

that represent stable decisions. Using their terminology; 

• The turbo transformations may have a unique 'unequivocal' fixed point that the 

iterations converge to, resulting in a turbo decision that agrees with or is close to 

the optimal bit decision (OBD) (The ML solution). This situation will correspond 

to mode 1 convergence or mode 2 convergence. 

• The turbo transformations may have one or more fixed points but the iterations 

converge to an 'indecisive' point that does not correspond to the OBD. It is likely 

that these situations correspond to mode 2 convergence, or mode 3 convergence, 

which eventually stabilises. 

• The turbo transformations may not converge to a fixed point, instead converging 

to an stable invariant curve. Clearly this corresponds to mode 3 convergence where 

the oscillations do not subside. 
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The following subsections look at sample bit convergence plots for each mode of 

convergence. 

3.3.1 Mode 1 - Quick stable convergence 

Figure 3.3 shows the typical bit convergence behaviour for this mode. All errors are 

corrected. This is the desired behaviour with the decoder making progressively stronger 

decisions about each bit, until the information it can glean from the received data is 

exhausted. As the SNR is increased the (average) rise time decreases and the (average) 

peak log-likelihood ratio increase. 
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Figure 3.3: Bit convergence of a typical frame in which all errors are corrected. (SNR 
= 1. 77 dB, random (unconstrained) interleaver) 

3.3.2 Mode 2 - A small number of bits converge differently 

Figures 3.4 to 3.6 show the various modes of convergence in this category. 

The majority of frames contained in this category are similar to that shown in figure 

3.4 with exactly two anomalous bits, representing a weight two error event. Work on 

the distance spectra of turbo-codes [47], and on performance bounds for turbo-codes 

[6, 37], has shown that weight two error events dominate the performance. As discussed 

in section 3.2.1, this is because they can produce a finite low-weight output from the 

constituent RSC encoders. In general, if a low-weight input causes the first encoder 

to generate a low-weight output, then the role of the interleaver is to shuffle the input 
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Figure 3.4: Bit convergence of a frame containing a typical weight-two error event. The 
bits in error are represented by the dashed lines. (SNR = 2.00dB, S-random interleaver) 

sequence such that the second encoder produces a high-weight output. If this does not 

happen, a low-weight codeword is generated that is susceptible to errors. 

It is this type of error event that is represented by figure 3.4, with the decoder 

converging to the wrong codeword. In this case, the bits in error are at positions 759 

and 762 in the frame, the correct distance apart to produce a minimum weight codeword 

from the RSC encoder. The interleaved bit positions are 673 and 744 which still satisfy 

(3.1) and will produce a lowish weight output. These positions are beyond the range of 

the S parameter used when designing the interleaver. 

What is perhaps most interesting about figure 3.4 is the fact that the bits in error 

converge in an almost linear manner, very different to the correct bits. 

Figure 3.5 shows a more unusual case in which four bits converge differently repre

senting four errors that are never corrected. 

Figure 3.6 demonstrates a combination of mode 2 and mode 3 convergence that 

results in a decision with nine uncorrected errors. Of particular interest is the fact that 

the inability of the decoder to make a decision about a large number of bits forces the 

average log-likelihood ratio to remain low until late in the decoding process. 

Work on interleaver design has shown that the incidence of error events in this class 

can be greatly reduced by choosing a good random interleaver such as an S-random in

terleaver [23,2]. However, figure 3.4 shows clearly that such frames cannot be completely 

eliminated even with a good interleaver. 
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Figure 3.5: Bit convergence of a frame where four errors are never corrected. (SNR = 
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Figure 3.6: Bit convergence of a frame where nine errors (dashed lines) are never 
corrected. Note the long rise time. (SNR = 1. 77dB, terminating interleaver) 
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3.3.3 Mode 3 - Oscillation 

Figures 3.7 - 3.12 represent the various forms of oscillating convergence which were ob

served. In figure 3.7, the oscillations do not produce any errors within the first 18 

iterations. 
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Figure 3.7: Bit convergence oscillates but does not cause any errors in the first 18 
iterations. (SNR = 3.27dB, terminating interleaver) 

Figure 3.8 demonstrates that oscillation may still occur even with an S-random 

interleaver. The decoder oscillates a number of times before reaching a stable decision 

after 14 iterations. (With numerous errors and low average log-likelihood ratio.) 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show very different cases of extreme oscillation that do not 

die away. In figure 3.9 the 'eyes' in the convergence plot contain no errors, but at 6.5 

and 13.5 iterations, bits such as the dashed one cross the decision boundary and cause a 

large number of errors. In contrast, the frame represented by figure 3.10 always contains 

errors, because in addition to bits like those in figure 3.9, it also contains bits such as the 

dashed one which are in error most of the time. 

Figure 3.11 represents the disturbing scenario in which the decoder appears to 

quickly converge to a stable error free codeword. However, further iterations cause the 

decoder to degenerate to a low average log-likelihood ratio result that oscillates and con

tains errors. Further simulation to 100 iterations (figure 3.13) has shown that the decoder 

never recovers in this situation. 

Figure 3.12 shows the case where two bits oscillate around the zero log-likelihood 
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Figure 3.9: Bit convergence of a frame showing extreme oscillation where there are no 
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Figure 3.10: Bit convergence of a frame showing extreme oscillation. The dashed line 
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interleaver) 
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Figure 3.11: Bit convergence of a frame for which the decoder appears to converge to 
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ratio decision boundary. These are bits 1018 and 1021 in the frame, the correct distance 

apart to generate a low output weight from the RSC encoder (see figure 3.2). Therefore 

this error event is closely related to those examined in Section 3.3.2. All other bits in 

this frame are decoded correctly. 
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Figure 3.12: Bit convergence of a frame where two bits oscillate about the decision 
boundary. (SNR = 1.77dB, random interleaver) 

The frames appraised in this section show that increasing the number of iterations 

does not always produce better results. In fact, for an individual frame more iterations 

can significantly increase the number of errors at the decoder output. 

3.3.4 Long-Term Performance 

To investigate the long term oscillatory behaviour of the turbo-decoder, the frames rep

resented by figures 3.7,3.9 and 3.11 were decoded for 100 iterations, and their bit conver

gence plots examined. In none of these cases did the oscillations show any sign of dying 

out. This certainly indicates that the oscillatory behaviour predicted in [45, 1] is not just 

the result of obscure initial conditions, and that convergence cannot be guaranteed in a 

practical system. Figure 3.13 shows the top half of these convergence plots extended to 

100 iterations. Note the quasi-periodic nature of the log-likelihoods for the bits in this 

frame. 
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Figure 3.13: One sided bit convergence plots showing the frames of figures 3.7 (top), 
3.11 (middle) and 3.9 (bottom) extended to 100 iterations 
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3.4 Decoder Termination 

In a traditional turbo-coded system the decoder processes each frame for a fixed number 

of iterations. At medium/high SNRs the majority of frames quickly converge to the 

transmitted data sequence and extra iterations are superfluous. Very few frames require 

the full number of iterations, so significant savings in processing time (software decoders) 

or power consumption (hardware deocoders) can be realised if decoding for these frames 

is stopped once sufficient convergence has occurred. 

This has been observed by other authors. A decoder stopping criterion that examines 

the cross-entropy (CE) between decoder outputs from successive iterations is presented 

in [32] and effectively stops the decoder with minimal performance degradation. This 

idea is extended in [54] where two much simpler criteria are developed from the CE 

concept. These sign-change-ratio and hard-decision-aided criteria perform similarly to 

the CE criterion. An alternative approach is presented in [55] where the data is first 

encoded with a simple error detecting code before passing through the turbo-encoder. 

This means the that the turbo-decoder can be stopped when the outer code detects that 

no errors remain. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison ofthe average convergence observed for the different example 
frames presented in this paper. The keys with crosses indicate frames that contained 
errors after 18 iterations. 

Figure 3.14 summarises the various modes of convergence examined in the previous 
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section. These curves suggest an alternative method of decoder termination based on 

the average bit convergence. The decoder could be stopped when the average ceases to 

increase, reaches a set threshold, or does not increase faster than a specified rate. 

It should be noted that the average curves calculable by the decoder will differ 

slightly from the ones presented in figure 3.14 because the transmitted data is unknown 

and therefore incorrect bits cannot be included as negative terms in the average. 

Simulation of these stopping criteria showed that setting a threshold on the average 

log-likelihood values was the most effective method. Figures 3.15 to 3.17 demonstrate the 

performance of this method using the code specified in Section 3.1 simulated for 10,000 

frames using an S-random interleaver. Each figure presents results for four different 

stopping criteria: 

It Shao et. al. 's hard-decision-aided (HDA) criterion [54] . 

• The proposed average log-likelihood criteria, with the threshold chosen to limit the 

degradation in bit-error-mte (BER) to about 1%. 

It The proposed average log-likelihood criteria, with the threshold chosen to limit the 

degradati()n in BER to about 10%. 

It A hybrid scheme that combines the HDA and 1% threshold schemes. 

The use of a hybrid scheme can be justified by observing that the HDA criteria examines 

the stability of the decoder outputs. This is exactly what the cross entropy measures. It 

looks at the outputs of the constituent decoders and quantifies the changes. Conversely 

the threshold stopping criteria only looks at the average strength of the decoder outputs; 

the magnitude of the log-likelihood average. The hybrid scheme will therefore examine 

both the strength and stability of the decoder's decisions. A similar stopping criteria was 

presented in [1] subsequent to the research of this thesis. 

The average log-likelihood thresholds used for the 1% and 10% threshold schemes 

were determined via simulation to give the desired BER degradation. The particular 

thresholds used for the results presented in figures 3.15 to 3.18 are given for each simulated 

SNR in table 3.1. 

Figure 3.15 shows the raw BER for simulations using each of the stopping criteria, 

and also a no-termination reference curve for which each frame was decoded for a full 

10 iterations. This figure shows that none of the criteria cause significant performance 

degradation. Figure 3.16 emphasises these small performance differences by showing the 

increase in BER relative to the 10 iteration reference curve. Lastly, figure 3.17 plots the 

average number of decoder iterations required by each of the stopping criteria. 

These curves clearly show the trade-off between BER performance and the number 

of iterations required. The HDA criterion gives the worst degradation in performance, 
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SNR(dB) 1 % threshold 10% threshold 

0.00 11 7 

0.25 16 11 

0.50 20 16 

0.75 26 21 

1.00 33 28 

1.25 38 33 

1.50 40 36 

1.75 45 41 

2.00 50 42 

Table 3.1: Log-likelihood thresholds for the 1% and 10% threshold stopping criteria. 
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Figure 3.15: The BER performance of a turbocoded system using the HDA, Threshold 
and Hybrid stopping criteria. 
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but saves the greatest number of iterations. Conversely the hybrid scheme gives very 

little degradation in performance, but requires the greatest number of iterations. 

One difficulty with the threshold criteria is choosing an appropriate threshold. For 

the results presented in this section appropriate thresholds were determined by trial and 

error to give the desired results. 

3.5 Selective Repeat ARQ 

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes using a turbo-code with an outer error detecting 

code have been proposed previously [46J. However if a significant number of the frames 

that contain errors can be isolated by the decoder stopping criterion, an ARQ scheme 

may be applied directly. This idea is applicable to any stopping criteria, by regarding any 

frame that takes more than x iterations to decode as a decoding failure, and requesting 

a retransmission of that frame. 
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Figure 3.18: The BER performance of a selective-repeat-ARQ turbo-coded system 
based on the HDA and Hybrid termination criteria. Throughput percentages are next to 
some of the data points. 

Figure 3.18 presents performance curves for selective repeat ARQ systems based on 

both the HDA and hybrid stopping criteria. Throughput percentages are next to some 
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points and show the percentage of frames which are not retransmitted. 5 Once again the 

code used is that specified in Section 3.1 simulated for 10,000 frames with an S-random 

interleaver. Any frame that does not satisfy the stopping criteria within 10 iterations is 

retransmitted. 

These results show that considerable performance gains can be made through the 

use of an ARQ scheme at lower SNRs. For example with Eb/NO = 0.5dB, using an ARQ 

scheme based on the hybrid stopping criterion provides nearly two orders of magnitude 

improvement in BER at the expense of having to retransmit just over one in four frames. 

3.6 Conclusion 

Figure 3.14 summarises the various modes of decoder convergence presented in this chap

ter. This figure emphasises the dynamical behaviour of the decoder, with a number of 

the curves demonstrating very different forms of oscillation. These curves show that os

cillation is not just the result of obscure decoding conditions, but will be present in any 

real system. 

Two distinct type of error events have been observed; oscillating and non-oscillating. 

Non-oscillating error events appear to be largely an artefact of the interleaver's inability 

to disrupt all low weight error sequences. These can be viewed as the decoder converging 

to an 'unequivocal' fixed point that contains only a few errors. Oscillating error events 

represent the decoder's inability to converge to a fixed point, and it is clear that large 

unpredictable oscillation is possible. While the choice of interleaver and the available 

SNR both affect the frequency with which these events occur, both classes of errors were 

present for all parameter sets simulated. 

A stopping criterion based on the average log-likelihood ratio was proposed, and 

shown to save a significant number of iterations for very little degradation in BER. The 

potential for a stopping criterion to facilitate a selective repeat ARQ system was also 

demonstrated, with a large reduction in BER for low SNRs possible at the expense of 

throughput. 

5Multiple retransmission was allowed. Therefore, for example a throughput of 25% means that on 
average each frame had to be retransmitted 4 times. 
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Chapter 4 

Non-binary turbo codes 

The iterative decoding structure and component MAP decoders used for decoding binary 

concatenated codes can be extended to the non-binary domain. The chapter discusses the 

problem of choosing good component codes for q-ary turbo codes. 

4.1 Introduction 

The vast majority of turbo code research considers binary component codes concatenated 

via a random bit interleaver (e.g. [14, 5, 9, 22]). This chapter considers turbo codes 

constructed from non-binary (q-ary) component codes concatenated via a random symbol 

interleaver and mapped onto the appropriate q-ary-PSK constellation for transmission 

through the AWGN channel. 

First the construction and decoding of non-binary turbo codes is briefly reviewed. 

This was more fully discussed in chapter 2. Then the parameters that good component 

codes need to possess are discussed, sets of such codes are found, and simulation results 

for some exemplary non-binary turbo codes presented. 

4.2 Non-binary Turbo Codes 

The encoder structure considered is identical to that used for binary turbo codes except 

that all operations are now performed on symbols from a ring of size q. Such an encoder 

is depicted in figure 4.1. 

The source provides a random stream of q-ary symbols which are divided into frames 

of n symbols. The symbols in each frame are encoded using a rate 1/2 recursive system

atic convolutional (RSC) encoder to produce one set of parity symbols. The systematic 

symbols are then randomly permuted or interleaved, and passed through a second RSC 

encoder to provide a second set of parity symbols. The systematic symbols, and both 

sets of parity symbols are transmitted providing an overall code rate of 1/3. 
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Turbo encoder 
Random q-ary t--.-----1-/--------_--_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-J...' ---+I 
symbol source 

Figure 4.1: Structure of a rate 1/3 turbo encoder 

Modulator 
and Channel 

The transmission scheme considered is q-ary-PSK where q is again the size of the ring 

considered. For example penternary codes constructed over lF5 are transmitted using 5-

PSK. At the receiver, the demodulator calculates soft probabilities JlD(yIXi), i = o ... q-1, 

for each received symbol, where y is the received signal point, and the Xi are each of the 

possible transmitted constellation points. These probabilities are then passed to the 

iterative decoder. 

In [12], Berkmann describes the application of iterative decoding to the non-binary 

domain. The block structure of the decoder used is identical to that of the standard 

binary iterative decoder, one iteration of which is depicted in figure 4.2. 

Iterative decoder (single iteration) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------, I 

a riari I raprl I Laprl 
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MAP Decoder 
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systematic 
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Most Likely 

MAP Decoder 

1-1---=:::'-" a priori 

syste.mattc 
parity 

Figure 4.2: Structure of the iterative decoder 

Most Likely 

In binary iterative decoding, probability information is passed between the con

stituent decoders in the form of a time-indexed vector of log-likelihood ratios. However, 

these ratios are inherently binary, so for non-binary codes it becomes necessary to trans

fer a set of ratios to represent the probabilities associated with each possible symbol value 

in the frame. For example, to represent the a priori probabilities JlD( Ut = u) associated 

with symbol t in a frame of a quaternary code, we use the set of log-likelihood ratios 

{L}apri,t {L10, L2 0, L30h 

{
In (JlD(Ut = 1)) ,In (JlD(Ut = 2)) ,In (JlD(Ut = 3))} 

JlD(Ut = 0) JlD(Ut = 0) JlD(Ut = 0) 
(4.1) 

It IS a simple matter to determine the probabilities JlD( Ut U) from this set of log-
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likelihoods. 1 

Apart from the necessity to consider sets of ratios for each received symbol (c.f. equa

tion 4.1), the iterative process proceeds in an identical fashion to the binary case. The 

a priori probabilities are initially set equal for all symbols. The first component decoder 

then uses these a priori probabilities, and the probabilities associated with the system

atic symbols and the first set of parity symbols to provide a soft maximum a posteriori 

(MAP) estimate of the transmitted symbols. From this estimate, we subtract the con

tribution of the a priori and systematic probabilities to obtain the so called extrinsic 

information. The sets of likelihood ratios representing the extrinsic information are then 

used as a priori estimates for the second component decoder which uses the second set of 

parity data. And so the decoder iterates. After a fixed number of iterations, the iterative 

process terminates and a hard decision is made based on the MAP estimate of the last 

component decoder used. 

The component decoders simulated implement the BCJR algorithm [3], which max

imises the a posteriori probabilities of the states and transitions of a Markov source 

viewed through an additive noise channel. There is nothing inherently binary in this 

process, so the BCJR algorithm is used without modification. [32] discusses the various 

MAP decoding algorithms suitable for use in the iterative decoding of binary codes. Any 

of these that could be adapted to provide sets of probabilites in the form of (4.1) would 

be suitable for the non-binary situation. Each component decoder takes as its input the 

a priori probabilities for each of the information symbols JID( Ut = u), and the transmission 

probabilities for both the systematic and parity code symbols JID(Ytslxs) and JID(Ytplxp) 

where xs and Xp are systematic and parity symbols from the q-ary-PSK transmission 

constellation, and YtS and YtP are the received systematic and parity signal points. In 

return the decoder calculates the maximised a posteriori probabilities JID(Ut = ulyI). 

4.3 Choosing 'good' component codes 

For best performance, it is necessary to choose 'good' component codes from the set of 

all possible RSC codes with a particular rate and memory order. 

Benedetto and Montorsi [5], and later Benedetto, Garello and Montorsi [9] and 

also Ho, Pietrobon and Giles [39, 40] addressed this problem in the binary context. [5] 

demonstrates that the component codes must be recursive for the interleaver to provide 

significant gain, and that the lowest output parity weight Zmin possible from a weight two 

input is the dominant parameter determining turbo code performance. It is also argued 

that the denominator polynomial of the function specifying the non-systematic output 

of a component code should be primitive. These results, and other restrictions on the 

component encoders, are discussed below. 

INote that Ut = 0 is taken as the reference symbol, but any symbol could be used. 
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In [5] the procedure for determining the 'best' codes is to choose codes that first 

maximize Zmin and then have the best BER performance bound. In [9] a simpler and 

therefore more easily computed procedure that considers the weight and multiplicity of 

codewords generated by low weight inputs is used. This latter method (as described in 

section 4.4) and associated search algorithm are adapted to find good non-binary rate 

1/2 RSC component codes for turbo codes using q-ary-PSK modulation. 

Ho et. al. [39, 40] use an almost identical search method to that presented in [9], 

however they place additional emphasis on choosing codes with good dfree and hence 

choose different codes as 'best' for some parameter sets. 

4.3.1 What makes a good component code? 

At SNR's, in the 'waterfall' region of the error rate curve, the multiplicity of codewords 

with both low input and low output weights dominates performance. Specifically the 

lowest possible output weight due to a weight two input (Zmin) is the most important 

component code parameter and should be maximised. 2 For SNR's, in the 'floor' portion 

of the error rate curve, the minimum distance of the turbo code is the most important 

parameter. Any practical system is likely to operate in the 'waterfall' portion of the 

performance curve. 

In section 2.5.3 it is stated that only the codes (an ... aolbn ... bl 1) which have the 

generator matrix 

( I ) ~ [1 anDn + an_1Dn-l + ... + a1D + ao ] 
an ... ao bn ... bo 1 b 

bnDn + bn_1Dn- + ... + lD + 1 
(4.2) 

will be considered. The restriction to rate 1/2 RSC component codes is done to allow 

the use ofthe standard rate 1/3 turbo code structure. The following subsections discuss 

further non-arbitrary restrictions that can be placed on the code parameters, and other 

factors that must be considered. 

4.3.2 Recursive codes 

Only recursive component codes are of interest. Benedetto and Montorsi [5] demonstrate 

that the component codes must be recursive for the interleaver to provide significant 

gain. Specifically, no interleaver gain is possible for the weight one error events present 

in all non-recursive codes, whereas for weight two error events, the interleaver provides 

a BER gain of rv 0 (1) where N is the interleaver length3. Weight two error events are 

the smallest possible if a recursive component code is used. 

A consequence of this is that the lowest output parity weight Zmin possible from 

a weight two input to the component encoder is the dominant parameter determining 

2This has the effect of lowering the number of nearest neighbours possible from the overall turbo code. 
3The phrase "gain of"" 0 (-k)" is slightly misleading, implying a gain of less than one. However in 

this context it implies a reduction in the BER of "" 0 (-k) which is a good thing, and hence a gain. 
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turbo code performance [5J. This is because the interleaver provides more gain for higher 

weight sequences. In fact codes with less than the largest minimum distance can give the 

best performance in the waterfall or low SNR region provided that the minimum distance 

codewords require input sequences of weight greater than two. 

Benedetto and Montorsi [9J further state that 

"An encoder is recursive if, given any sequence u E U Z with Hamming 

weight WH(U) = 1, no finite-weight sequences c E C exist, such that (u, c) E 

C~ " 
E· 

In this statement u is an input sequence, c is an output sequence and CE represents a 

particular mapping of input sequences to output sequences by the code. In other words 

for an input with Hamming weight one, a recursive encoder will not be able to return to 

the O-state. 

It is of course possible to choose the ai and bi in the structure of figure 2.5 such that 

the encoder has a recursive block structure but in fact has a finite impulse response.4 

Such encoders may easily be eliminated by checking the impulse response of all possible 

encoders. 

4.3.3 Causality 

For an encoder to be causal, its denominator must contain a non-zero constant term 

(i.e. bo 1= 0). 

This statement is true except in the degenerate case where ao = bo = 0, and is 

easily shown by considering the encoder (an ... aolbn ... b1 0) which relates the input 'Y 

and non-systematic output ¢ by 

(4.3) 

Shifting in time so that the left side contains the current output results in 

which is a non-causal system where the present output ¢b1 requires knowledge of a future 

input 'YaoD-1. 

40ne example is the trivial case where the numerator is a multiple of the denominator. Consider 

the ternary RSC code (1121211), this has the generator matrix [1 2~~t~.t~1] == [ 1 2] which is not 
recursive. 
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4.3.4 Further Constraining bo 

When using arithmetic over lFn only bo = 1 needs to be considered. This is shown by 

noting that 

\ ~ ... ~~ I ~~ ... ~~ 1) 
(an .. . aolbn ... bl 1) (4.5) 

This means that over lFn every code in the set (cn . .. coldn ... do) is equivalent to a code 

in the smaller set (an ... ao Ibn . .. bl 1). 

This is not true when using rings where Zn t= lFn . In these cases division is not 

defined, resulting in the enigma of code specifications from which only multiples of the 

output are available. For example, over Z4, what code does the specification (1021112) 

represent?5 In general the input 'Y and systematic output ¢ are related by the equation 

¢ (bnDn + ... + bID + bo) = 'Y (anDn + ... + aID + ao). The output ¢ is available only 

as ¢bo, and so if bo i= 1 then the output is not directly available. For this reason the code 

search is restricted to the cases where bo = 1 for all rings. 

4.3.5 Primitive Polynomials 

Is it sufficient to search only primitive feedback polynomials? Benedetto and Montorsi 

[5] argue convincingly that in the binary case it is. A primitive feedback polynomial 

maximises the length of the shortest error event possible from a weight two input. This 

is true in the binary case simply because by definition the smallest x such that (D X + 1) 

is a multiple of a binary primitive polynomial of degree v, is x = 2v - 1. 

The situation is not so clear in the non-binary case. For fields, it is again true 

by definition that the smallest x such that (D X 
- 1) is a multiple of a q-ary primitive 

polynomial of degree v is x = qV - 1. However, in general there will be lower degree 

weight two polynomials ¢(Dn - an), ¢ i= 0, ¢ E lFq, a a primitive element in GF(qV) and 

n = q;-=-II which contain the same primitive polynomial as a factor. It may be the case 

that despite this, choosing a primitive feedback polynomial still maximises the length of 

the shortest error event possible from a weight two input. 

This would have two consequences: by maximising the length of the shortest error 

event due to a weight two input it is easier to maximise Zmin the smallest output parity 

weight possible from a weight two input; also by maximising this length the number of 

weight two events that can be present in a single frame is minimised. 

Because searches will be conducted over both rings and fields, and as the additional 

burden of searching over all feedback polynomials is not significant, this will be done for 

completeness. 

5In this particular case, twice the current parity output 24> is obtained from current input 'Y and and 
previous inputs and outputs via 24> = 'Y (D2 + 2) - 4> (D2 + D). However 4> can never be obtained from 
24> as division is not defined. 
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4.4 Procedure for determining 'best' 

The following procedure is an extension of the method used by Benedetto et al. [9] to 

identify good binary component codes. 

Consider the input-output weight enumerating function (IOWEF) for all 

possible rate 1/2 RSC component codes with the considered state complexity, 

constructed over the considered ring. Choose as 'best' the codes that first 

maximise the minimum output weight possible from a weight two input, and 

second minimise the multiplicity of these low weight outputs. Next consider 

weight three and higher inputs, and if necessary the second lowest output 

weight due to weight two inputs, etc.; until a set of one or more 'best' codes 

which are identical under this metric have been identified. 

Depending on the size of the ring considered and the corresponding modulation, this 

procedure may be performed using either Hamming or Euclidean weights. 

4.5 Search algorithm 

Practical considerations prevent the complete IOWEF of candidate component codes 

from being determined for any reasonable frame length. However, as we are only inter

ested in the portion of the IOWEF resulting from low weight inputs, the following method 

can be used to approximately apply the metric. Again this is largely an adaptation of 

the algorithm used by Benedetto et al. [9] to identify good binary component codes. 

Cycle through each input weight i starting with i = 2 and continuing 

until enough information is gained to separate all the possible component 

codes into sets with identical IOWEFs. 

For each i generate all possible input sequences of this weight that have a 1 

in the first position6 and length less than some reasonable length l (discussed 

below). 

Pass each of these sequences through the component encoder. If the en

coder terminates in the zero state, and if the zero state was not re-entered 

and left again during the sequence, then increment the appropriate term in 

the IOWEF. 

Essentially what this process does is enumerate all the simple error events7 of length :s; l 
that are generated from low weight inputs. This approximate IOWEF is then used to 

determine the 'best' codes. 

6This forces immediate divergence from the all-zero trellis path. 
7Simple error events are those that diverge immediately from the zero state, and which can not be 

constructed from the concatenation of two shorter error events. 
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In practice it can not be guaranteed that the codes identified have identical IOWEFs 

past the depths i and l of the search. The strategy used is to increase i and l until it 

is apparent that searching deeper into the code trellis would not discriminate the codes 

further. 

4.5.1 Discussion 

The proposed search algorithm approximates a metric based on the full IOWEF of the 

component code, by considering the small portion of the IOWEF due to short simple 

error events that are the result of low weight inputs. This requires some justification: 

.. Only input sequences up to length l are considered because the longer the length of 

the input, the more likely it is to produce a high weight output. Specifically, as long 

as there are no all % loops in the code's state diagramS then as the sequence gets 

longer either or both of the input/output weights have to rise, eventually giving a 

sequence with high input/output weight.9 

.. A worst case reasonable l can be determined if it is assumed that apart from the zero 

state self loop, the state diagra,m contains no additional % loops, and that only 

simple error events are of interest. In this assumed situation a maximum required 

search depth can be quantified. If the longest % path has length v, then at a 

minimum of every v + 1 steps either the systematic or parity weight will increase 

by one. (See figure 4.3.) Therefore all codewords with a combined systematic and 

parity weight of n will be identified by searching inputs up to n( v + 1) in length. 10 , 11 

• The decision to only consider simple error events, and error events that diverge from 

the zero path immediately stems from work of Benedetto et al. [9] who consider 

only these events, and state: 

"Only single [simple] error events are considered, as they contribute 

to the error probability upper bound; the sequences made by the con

catenation of two or more shorter error events are not included." 

This justification is based on the bounding method in [6] which only assumes that 

the weight enumerating function (WEF) of the convolutional code is known, and 

attempts to estimate the weight and multiplicity of word in the associated block 

code from this. 

8 A % loop is a state sequence that can be followed indefinitely where a zero input always gives a 
zero output. The % self loop on the zero state that all linear codes possess is not included. 

9 Any code whose state diagram contains such % loops must be catastrophic, and by definition the 
systematic convolutional codes considered can not be catastrophic [37]. 

lOThis argument assumes Hamming weights are used, but an identical argument would work for Eu
clidian output weights. 

llThis problem is discussed in [58] where a length Ln is defined that is the maximum length of a single 
error event of weight n in the code. 
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Figure 4.3: Example state diagram showing the % paths. 

The last assumption raises the question of whether considering only simple error 

events that diverge immediately provides enough information to adequately apply the 

chosen metric. This is justified by the results presented in section 5.1.4 which consider 

very short frame lengths where these approximations are likely to be least accurate. 

4.6 Lower bound on Zmin 

The dominant component of the chosen metric is Zmin, the minimum output parity weight 

due to a weight two input. Benedetto and Montorsi [5] prove that in the binary case 

and considering Hamming distance, there exist rate 1/2 RSC codes with memory order 

lJ that achieve 

Zmin = 2v
-

1 + 2 

This bound can be extended to non-binary codes so that 

v-I + 2 Zmin = q 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

is achievable for a rate 1/2 convolutional component code with memory lJ over lFq when 

considering Hamming distance. This fact allows the code search to be simplified so as to 

examine only codes which achieve this bound. It is also conjectured that this Zmin is the 

maximum achievable as no exceptions to this were observed. 

The proof that (4.7) is achievable is a generalisation of that given in [5] for the 

binary case. Beginning with the definition [13], 

Definition: 

A constacyclic code is any code Cover lFq whose codewords are multiples of a genera

tor polynomial g(D) modulo Dn - e, where e E lFq and whose codewords additionally 
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satisfy the property that if Co, Cl, C2 , . .. ,Gn - l is a codeword then its constacyclic shift 

ecn - l , Co, Gl , ... ,Gn - 2 , is also a codeword. 

The following theorem can then be proven. 

Theorem: 

A rate 1/2 q-ary convolutional encoder defined over lFq with memory 1/ and generator 

matrix G = [1 ~t~n, where d(D) is a primitive polynomial can achieve Zmin = q(v-l) + 2. 

Indeed where d(D) is primitive of degree 1/, some k(D) of the form k(D) = "IvDv + ... + 
"10, "Iv =1= 0, "10 =1= 0, will result in an encoder that achieves this value of Zmin· 

Proof: 

Let n = qV_l. 
q-l 

Assuming k(D) has degree deg [k(d)] :s; 1/, we first prove that all polynomials k(D) 

with deg [k(D)] < 1/ yield a value of Zmin strictly less than the right-hand side of (4.7). 

Since d(D) is primitive, it is the generator polynomial of an (n, n - 1/) constacyclic 

Hamming code Gover lFq [13]. In addition, ¢(Dn - an), ¢ =1= 0, ¢ E lFq, a a primitive 

element in GF(qV), must be the shortest weight two inputs that produce finite weight 

error events, and these error events must be the lowest weight possible from a weight 

two input. Moreover, the quotient h(D) obtained from the division of (Dn - an) by 

d(D) is the generator polynomial of the dual (n,1/) constacyclic code H. The products 

h(D)k(D) = (Dn - an) ~t~j are codewords of this code, in which all codewords (except 

the zero codeword) have the same weight Z = qv-l which is strictly less than (4.7). This 

completes the first part of the proof. 

To increase the value of Zmin, we must increase the degree of k(D) to 1/. We now 

prove that there exist polynomials k(D) of the form k(D) = "IvDv + ... + "10 that can 

achieve (4.7). Decompose k(D) as k(D) = D· "IvDV-l + k2(D) ~ D· kl(D) + k2(D) and 

consider that the products Cl (D) = h(D)kl (D) and c2(D) = h(D)k2(D) are codewords 

of H. Furthermore as h(D) has the form (Dn- v + ... + 'r/o), cl(D) must have the form 

(ryvDn-l + ... + "Iv'r/oDv-l) and c2(D) the form ((3xDx + ... + "Io'r/o) , x :s; Dn- l . 

The product Dq (D) represents a (non-constacyclic) shift of one position to the left 

of cl(D). Since the constant weight code H is constacyclic, and cl(D) has degree n -1, 

the word represented by DCl (D) coincides with a codeword ofthe H except for the most 

significant symbol ("Iv corresponding to the power Dn) and the least significant symbol 

(a '0' instead of ~ which would follow from a constacyclic shift of the codeword cl(D)). 

Thus, summing the words represented by Dq(D) and c2(D) yields, for the powers from 

D up to Dn-l, part of a codeword of H. This portion of the codeword will have weight 

qv-l provided that ~ + "Io'r/o = O. As to the remaining powers, Dn contributes 1 to the 

weight, and DO gives another 1 since c2(D) has least significant bit equal to "IO'r/O whereas 

DCl(D) has this bit equal to '0'. 

This completes the proof. II 
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4.7 Geometric Uniformity 

The use of the search algorithm presented in section 4.5 to conduct the Euclidean dis

tance searches whose results are presented in chapter 5 raises the question of geometric 

uniformity. In general, a linear code will not preserve its linearity when mapped onto a 

signal constellation. 

The properties of and conditions for geometrically uniform codes are discussed ex

tensively in [29]. If a code is geometrically uniform, then it looks the same from any 

codeword and all the decision (Voronoi) regions are the same shape. A consequence of 

this is that the distance profile from every code word is identical and so the WEF of the 

code can be determined by considering only deviations from the all-O path. 

There are many combinations of linear codes and constellations which are geomet

rically uniform. For example, all linear binary codes mapped onto BPSK. In the context 

of this thesis, the codes considered are simple q-ary convolutional codes mapped onto 

q-ary-PSK modulation. This is not a situation specifically dealt with in the literature, 

however the work of Ungerboeck [59] may shed some light on the subject. In [59] which 

discusses the design of trellis codes, systematic binary convolutional codes are mapped 

onto 8-PSKvia a binary partition of the constellation. Furthermore, it is proven that 

such a mapping preserves geometric uniformity. Perhaps this result can be extended to 

cover the mapping of q-ary convolutional codes onto q-ary-PSK via a q-ary partition of 

the constellation. 

It should be noted that the geometric uniformity of the complete turbo code need 

not be considered as the search method presented only examines the properties of the 

individual component codes. This problem is nonetheless interesting and is discussed in 

[31] with respect to binary serially-concatenated-codes. 

It is unclear whether or not the non-binary component codes considered in this 

thesis are geometrically uniform when mapped onto q-ary-PSK and considering Euclidean 

distance. If they are, then the searches presented in 5 are exhaustive. If they are not, 

then the searches presented are not exhaustive because only error events with respect 

to the all-O path are enumerated. Alternative search algorithms that consider distances 

with respect to all codewords do exist (e.g. [64]), however these have not been pursued. 

In either case, the codes identified will be good codes with respect to the search 

criteria presented in section 4.3. Additionally all the simulation results presented transmit 

random data not just the all-O codeword. 

4.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has extended the search criteria of [9] to develop a procedure for identifying 

good q-ary RSC component codes for non-binary turbo codes. Additionally, an achiev-
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ability bound for the dominant parameter Zmin has been determined and proved for all 

fields lFq • 
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Chapter 5 

Searches and Simulations 

This chapter presents the results of searches for good non-binary component codes for 

turbo codes. Firstly the binary results of previous authors are emulated and commented 

on, then tables of good codes over small q-ary rings are presented. Simulation results 

are provided for many of the simpler codes identified. The domain considered is rate 1/3 

turbo-codes with identical rate 1/2 RSC component codes transmitted through an AWGN 

channel using q-ary-PSK modulation. 

5.1 Binary Codes 

Benedetto, Garello and Montorsi [9] have published tables of the optimum binary com

ponent codes found using the pairwise optimisation criteria discussed in chapter 4. The 

object of this section is to replicate their results, comment on the effectiveness of the 

search criteria and look at simulations and bounds that use the chosen component codes. 

5.1.1 The 'best' component codes 

Benedetto et al. 's 'best' rate 1/2 binary RSC codes are presented in table 5.1. The 

di, Ni are respectively the minimum output Hamming weight (parity only) and number 

of words with this output weight resulting from inputs of weight i.1 

code states d2 ,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 d6,N6 dfree 

(10111) 2 1,1 - - - - 3 

(1011111) 4 4,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 5 

(111111011) 8 6,1 4,3 2,1 4,9 2,1 6 

(11111110011) 16 10,1 5,3 2,1 5,14 2,1 6 

(1001011110111) 32 18,1 7,2 4,1 3,2 4,5 8 

Table 5.1: The 'best' binary rate 1/2 RSC component from [9]. 

IThis format for presenting results differs from that in [9], but the same information is provided. 
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Table 5.2 presents the equivalent results from the searches conducted during the 

present work. Again, the di, Ni are respectively the minimum output Hamming weight 

(parity only) and number of words with this output weight resulting from inputs of weight 

i. In addition a second di, Ni pair is shown, this is simply the next lowest parity weight 

possible from inputs of weight i and its multiplicity. 

codes states d2 ,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 ds,Ns d6,N6 dfree 

(10111) 
2 

1,1 
3 - - - -

(01111) 2,1 

(1011111) 4 
4,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,1 

5 
6,1 4,3 4,6 4,10 4,15 

(111111011) 
8 

6,1 4,3 2,1 4,9 2,1 
6 

(111111101) 10,1 6,2 4,3 6,29 4,10 

(11111110011 ) 
16 

10,1 5,3 2,1 5,14 2,1 
6 

(11111111001) 18,1 7,3 4,2 7,40 4,10 

(1001011110111) 
32 

18,1 7,2 4,1 3,2 4,5 
8 

(1010011111011) 34,1 11,3 6,5 5,6 6,23 

Table 5.2: The 'best' binary rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion. 

These codes are, as expected, identical to those identified by Benedetto et. al. [9], 

as they were chosen in the same manner, by sequentially optimising the di, Ni pairs. In 

all but the 4-state case, an additional equivalent code was identified that had the exactly 

same weight spectrum. These equivalent codes are listed for completeness, and turbo 

codes constructed from different equivalent codes should have the same performance 

characteristics. 

Dashes '-', are used to indicate a situation specific to the 2-state binary codes 

where there are not any simple error events with an input weight of 3 or more. 

5.1.2 Simulation and bounds 

Figure 5.1 presents simulation results for the rate 1/3 turbo codes associated with three 

of the component codes identified in section 5.1.1. The frames were 1000 data bits in 

length and terminated in the manner suggested in [22].2 An S-random interleaver was 

used with S = 21 [23], and each frame was decoded for 10 full iterations.3 Enough frames 

were transmitted to ensure that at least 50 frames containing errors were received. 

Figure 5.1 also shows the high SNR average upper performance bound for each code 

calculated using the method described in [21].4 The most astonishing thing about this 

2This results in total transmitted frame lengths of between 3006 and 3012 symbols depending on the 
length of the terminating tails. 

30ne iteration is two passes through the component decoder, once with each set of parity bits. 
4[6) provides an alternative method for calculating these bounds that appears to give identical results 
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plot is the fact that the more complex 16-state code is out performed by the 8-state code 

at low SNRs.5 Similar results are shown in [39]. Closer investigation shows that these 

codes have similar frame error rates (FERs), but for the 16-state code the frames in error 

contain more bit errors. 6 Table 5.3 presents data on the frames in error for the 0.8dB 

simulation points after 10 iterations. Notice that in particular for the best performing 

8-state code the number of errors in a frame is either quite small or very large. This 

result is expected [1]. 

The two iteration and five iteration performance have also been checked. In both 

cases the 8-state code is still better. This rules out the possibility that the 16-state code 

has the advantage of converging more quickly. In fact it appears that the 16-state code is 

worse in all cases, although different frame lengths were not checked. One hypothesis is 

that the 16-state code is stronger but when it fails, it fails more dramatically. However, 

referring to table 5.3, if this is the case, why does it not have a better FER? Another 

hypothesis is that the S-random interleaver is partially responsible for this strange result. 

With S = 21, the interleaver will disrupt the four shortest weight two events in the 8-state 

component code, but only the two shortest in the 16-state code. 

Recent work by ten Brink [17] which examines the transfer of extrinsic information 

between the component decoders back these observations up. His works shows that 

symmetrical turbo codes7 based on more complex component codes will converge more 

slowly than those based on simpler codes. However after a large number of iterations 

they will out perform simpler codes for sufficiently high SNRs. 

5.1.3 Alternative 'best' codes 

Pairwise optimisation does not always choose codes that are obviously the best. In table 

5.4 two competing 16 state codes are presented along with the previously chosen code. 

All three codes have identical enumerating functions in response to weight two error 

events (the d2 , N 2 ). However, the first competitor has a better dfree and with the exception 

of the initial d3 , N3 = 3,1 , the second competitor has a superior and more sparse set of 

distances, although its multiplicities appear high. 

Figure 5.2 presents simulation results for these codes at low SNR's. The simulation 

parameters were identical to those used for figure 5.2, except that at each SNR exactly 

the same number of frames were transmitted using identical data and noise sequences for 

for SNR's greater than the computational cutoff rate Ro :::::: 2.03dB. Both these methods calculate an 
upper union bound averaged over all random interleavers. The use of an S-random interleaver in the 
simulations should provide better than average performance. 

5The more complex component codes will always give better performance a high SNRs as the provide 
a higher dfree. 

6The fact that the 16-state code has very few low weight error events would make it ideal for use 
in combination with an ARQ scheme. Frames containing errors would be easier to detect reliably. (see 
section 3.5) 

7 symmetrical turbo codes such as those studied in this thesis have identical component codes. 
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codes states d2 ,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 d6,N6 dfree 

10,1 5,3 2,1 5,14 2,1 
18,1 7,3 4,2 7,40 4,10 

(11111110011) 26,1 11,4 6,6 9,86 6,40 
16 34,1 13,8 6 

(11111111001) 42,1 15,7 
50,1 17,1 
58;1 19,8 

10,1 4,1 4,3 2,1 4,8 
18,1 6,2 6,7 4,2 6,42 

(11101110011) 26,1 8,2 8,12 6,19 8,170 
16 34,1 10,3 7 

(10111111001 ) 42,1 12,6 
50,1 14,6 
58,1 16,4 

10,1 3,1 4,4 5,14 6,68 
18,1 7,4 8,27 9,161 10,906 

(11001110011) 
26,1 11,9 12,79 13,605 14,4239 

16 34,1 15,10 6 
(10011111001) 42,1 19,17 

50,1 23,16 
58,1 27,25 

Table 5.4: The 'best' 16-state binary code (top), and two competitors 

the three different component codes. 8 This gives results that are more precise, but less 

accurate, allowing for easier comparison between the codes. 

These results indicate that the search criteria did indeed choose the 'best' code for 

practical error rates « 10-3). The superior distances of the second competitor did 

however give it a slight advantage at the 0.3dB and O.4dB points. As expected the better 

minimum distance of the first competitor did not give it an advantage at low SNRs. 

5.1.4 Very short frame lengths 

The 'single error events that diverge immediately' approximation discussed in section 

4.5.1 is necessary to make code searches practical. This is because, with the exception of 

turbo codes with very short frame lengths, it is impractical to calculate the full WEFs 

of the component codes. 

In this sub-section, the code search of section 5.1.1 is repeated, assuming a frame 

contains only 20 data bits including the terminating tail sequences. This allows both 

complex error events and error events that do not diverge immediately to be considered 

when applying the procedure defined in section 4.4. Table 5.5 presents the 'best' codes 

8The number of frames transmitted at each SNR from O.OdB up were as follows: 400, 400, 400, 500, 
700, 1200, 3000, 6500, 22000. Each simulation point started with identical seeds. 
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found under these conditions. 

codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 d6,N6 dfree 

(10111) 
2 

1,19 2,153 3,680 
3 - -

(01111) 2,18 3,272 4,1680 

(1011111) 4 
4,17 2,18 2,16 2,14 2,12 

5 
6,14 4,46 4,82 4,120 4,275 

(111111011) 
8 

6,13 4,46 2,16 4,104 2,12 
6 

(111111101) 10,6 6,23 4,41 6,261 4,102 

(11111110011) 
16 

10,5 5,39 2,15 5,135 2,10 
6 

(11111111001) - 7,25 4,23 7,223 4,86 

(1010011110111) 
32 

7,35 4,10 3,15 4,30 
8 -

(1001011111011) 9,5 6,52 5,72 6,125 

Table 5.5: The 'best' binary rate 1/2 RSC for frames containing 20 data bits found 
using the pairwise optimisation criterion but without using the 'simple error events that 
diverge immediately' approximation. 

Comparing these codes with those presented in table 5.2 shows that identical codes 

were chosen as best for 2 to 16 states. The comparison is in a sense invalid for the 32 

state codes as a frame length of 20 is so short that no weight two input error events can 

occur, and hence this cannot be the primary criteria for determining the best codes.9 

These results provide evidence that the 'single error events that diverge immediately' 

approximation is valid. 

5.2 Ternary Codes 

Table 5.6 presents the 'best' ternary component codes found using the method presented 

in section 4.5. 

As for the binary search results, the bold di, Ni pairs in the table are the Hamming 

weight and multiplicity of the lowest weight parity sequences possible from a weight i 

information sequence. The second indented di, Ni pair are the weight and multiplicity of 

the next lowest weight parity sequences possible. Furthermore, the notation ±( .. ·1··· ) 

is used to represent the pair of codes (an ... aolbn ... bo) and (-an ... - aolbn ... bo) when 

they have identical weight spectra. 

For example, if we consider row two of the table which lists the 'best' 9-state ternary 

component codes, we see that there are four codes with identical weight spectra (12111), 

(21111), (11121) and (22121). For each of these component codes the minimum parity 

weight possible from a weight two input is 5, and there are two different weight two 

9Given this, a very short turbo code based on these 32 state component codes should have very high 
interleaver gain - maybe", 0 (:rh ). It would be interesting to see how such a code performs. 
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inputs that will give this output weight. The next lowest parity weight possible from a 

weight two input is 8, and again there are two different inputs that will give this parity 

weight. As expected, all the 'best' codes identified achieve Zmin = 3v- 1 + 2. 

codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 d6,N6 dfree 

±(12[11) 3 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,2 
4 

±(11[21) (1/ = 1) 3,2 3,4 3,6 3,8 3,10 

±(112[211) 9 5,2 3,6 4,26 2,2 3,18 
6 

±(122[221) (1/ = 2) 8,2 6,18 7,134 5,144 6,802 

±(1111[1121) 

±(1111[1211) 27 11,2 5,6 2,2 4,10 2,2 
6 

±(1212[2111) (1/ = 3) 20,2 6,4 4,6 5,22 4,22 

±(1212[2221) 

±(10202[21121) 

±(10102[21221) 81 29,2 6,2 6,10 2,2 3,4 
7 

±(10202[22111) (1/ = 4) 56,2 9,2 7,2 3,4 4,6 

±(10102[22211) 

Table 5.6: The 'optimum' ternary rate 1/2 component codes 

Simulation results for rate 1/3 turbo codes based on some of these component codes 

are presented in figure 5.3. The simulation frames contained 1000 data symbols and 

the parity sequences were terminated using the method described in [22]. The symbol 

interleaver used had an S-random construction with S = 21 [23]. Transmission was over 

an AWGN channel using 3-PSK modulation (see figure 5.5). Ten decoder iterations were 

performed, and the simulation was stopped when 50 frames containing errors had been 

received. 

Figure 5.3 graphs symbol error rate (SER) against equivalent bit energy to noise ratio 

(equivalent BER). SER is used instead of bit error rate as each symbol now represents 

more than one bit of information, and their is no clear way of equating ternary symbol 

errors with binary bit errors (see section 5.6). The number of binary bits represented 

by each ternary symbol is however known and an equivalent bit energy to noise density 

ratio can be determined as 
Eb Es 
No Nolog2 3' 

(5.1) 

or in the more general case of q-ary-PSK 

Eb Es 
No = No log2 q . 

(5.2) 

These simulation results show that as we would expect, a turbo code based on 

the single memory element component code performs poorly. However the 9-state code 

generates a turbo code with very respectable performance. In a similar situation to that 
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results for ternary turbo codes. 

observed with the 8- and 16-state binary codes, the 9-state outperforms the more complex 

27-state code for the SERs represented and ten decoder iterations. 

The 9-state codes presented in this section are in fact the best component codes 

identified in this chapter. The weight spectrum of these codes is unique amongst the 

codes chosen as 'best' and possibly related to their very good performance. An extended 

set of IOWEF terms is presented in table 5.7. 

codes d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 d6,N6 dfree 

5,2 3,6 4,26 2,2 3,18 
±(1121211) 8,2 6,18 7,134 5,144 6,802 

6 
±(1221221) 11,2 9,32 10,338 8,914 9,5992 

14,2 12,46 13,640 11,2974 12,23658 

Table 5.7: Extended table of IOWEF terms for the 9-state component code. 

Two aspects are immediately obvious. First, the jump between consecutive di for 

a specific i is always three, and second, the multiplicities Ni are much larger than for 

the other codes chosen as best.10 Additionally, despite applying a search procedure 

which does not even consider overall minimum distance, these 9-state codes have the 

lONo other 'best' codes have these properties, however the last alternate 16-state binary codes suggested 
in table 5.4 does. It jumps four between di for the same i and has large Ni. 
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best minimum distance possible.ll This dfree event is also the result of a weight 3 input 

which is far more likely to be disrupted by the interleaver than a weight 2 input. Finally, 

the state diagrams for theses codes are very symmetric as shown in figure 5.4. 

I"~"~, 

.. ~ ~ .... 
Tran~itions Transitions States 
2 ...... 1 0-1 0-2 
States 1-2 1-0 

2 ...... 1 2-0 2-1 

Figure 5.4: State diagram for the 9-state (1121211) ternary component code with sub 
diagrams identifying reflective and rotational symmetries. 

11 This is known as the code searches were exhaustive. 
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5.3 Quaternary Codes 

The extension of the code searches to quaternary arithmetic introduces some new vari

ables. First, there is now the option of different rings/fields for the arithmetic. The Galois 

extension field GF(22) == lF4, and the other four element rings 1£4, lF2 + ulF2 and lF2 + vlF2 

are all considered in this section. Secondly the modulation scheme is now 4_PSK12 , which 

means that the distance between any two constellation points is not a constant and so 

Euclidean distance is no longer equivalent to Hamming distance. The different distances 

possible in the constellations for 2-PSK, 3-PSK, 4-PSK and 5-PSK are depicted in figure 

5.5. For convenience, we define the distance between two closest constellation points to 

be 1. Finally, different symbol to constellation mappings are possible. These are shown 

in figure 5.6. 

o 
o 

x o 
o 

2-PSK (BPSK) 3-PSK 4-PSK (QPSK) 5-PSK 

Figure 5.5: Symbol to symbol distances for various n-PSK constellations. In the 5-PSK 
case, y ~ 1.62X 

map A (natural) mapS mapC 

Figure 5.6: The different quaternary symbol to constellation point mappings. 

5.3.1 Hamming distance searches 

Table 5.8 presents the 'best' codes found when considering Hamming distance with the 

'natural' symbol to constellation mapping over lF4. As with the previous searches, the 

di, Ni are the minimum Hamming parity weight, and associated multiplicity for inputs of 

124_PSK is often considered as two BPSK systems in quadrature. This is not done in this case as 
only quaternary information is considered; quaternary data, quaternary encoding, quaternary modula
tion, quaternary demodulation and quaternary decoding. At no point are dibits of binary information 
considered. 
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weight i. The notation x ( .. ·1· .. ) is used to represent a set of multiplicatively equivalent 

codes (aan ... aaolbn ... bo) Va E lFq which have identical weight spectra. 

codes states d2,N2 d3 ,N3 d4,N4 d5 ,N5 dfree 

x(12111) x(13111) 
2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 

x (11121) t x (12121) 4 
3,3 3,9 3,15 3,21 

4 

x (11131) x (13131) 

x(1111121) x(1111131) 
6,3 3,3 2,3 3,9 

x (1231211) t x (1231221) 16 
10,3 4,12 4,15 4,48 

6 

x (1321311) x (1321331) 

x (120312111) x (103312131) 

x (102312221) x (130312231) 

x (101312311) x (110312321) 
64 

18,3 5,3 3,3 4,6 7 
x (130213111) x (102213121) 34,3 6,3 4,6 5,54 

x (101213211) x (110213231) 
x (120213321) x (103213331) 

Table 5.8: The 'best' lF4 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Hamming distances. The t identifies codes presented by White and Costello 
[62]. 

The sets of 4 and 16 state codes identified include those presented by White and 

Costello [62], whose aim was to find good component codes for turbo codes that were to 

be transmitted using FSK modulation. Their 64 state code is not included as it is only 

a member of the set of 'best' codes if the search only considers input weights of four or 

less. The greater depth of this search results in a small 'best' set, which does not include 

White and Costello's 64 state code. 

Of interest is the fact that each of the identified codes represents a set of three 

multiplicatively equivalent codes. This is explained by the following lemma 

Lemma: 

Over any field lFq, the set of codes (aan . .. aaolbn ... bo) Va E lFq have identical Hamming 

weight spectra. 

Proof: 

Over lFq division is defined, and hence we can see from the code transfer function that if 

an input 'Y applied to the code (an ... aolbn ... bo) generates the output </>, then when the 

input'Y is applied to the codes (aan ... aaolbn ... bo) the output will be ~. Clearly, as we 

are only considering Hamming weight, the outputs </> and ~ will be of identical weight. 

This is true for all inputs 'Y, and thus the codes x (an . .. ao 1 bn ... bo) will have the same 

weight spectra. 

• 
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5.3.2 Euclidean distance searches 

The use of 4-PSK means that the errors between different symbols are not equally likely. 

Because of this, searches that use a Euclidean distance metric provides a set of 'best' 

component codes more suited to the modulation. 

With reference to section 4.7, it is possible that the non-binary component codes 

searched are not geometrically uniform when mapped onto q-ary-PSK and considering 

Euclidean distance. If this is the case, then the searches presented in this and subsequent 

sections are not necessarily exhaustive because only error events with respect to the all-O 

path are enumerated. However, the codes identified will still be good codes with respect 

to the search criteria presented in section 4.3. 

Table 5.9 presents the results of Euclidean distance searches over IF'4 for the natural 

symbol to constellation mapping. In this case, the di are the lowest, second lowest, and 

third lowest Euclidean parity weights possible from inputs with Hamming weight i. 

codes states d2 ,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 

X (12121) 
2.000, 1 2.000, 1 2.000,2 2.000, 1 

4 2.414, 2 2.414, 2 2.828, 1 2.414, 2 
X (13131) 3.000, 2 3.000,2 3.000,4 3.000, 10 

X (1011121) 
6.828,3 2.000, 2 2.000,2 2.000,2 

16 10.828, 1 2.828, 1 2.828, 1 2.828, 1 
x (1011131) 11.657, 2 4.000,3 4.000,8 3.414, 6 

x (120312131) 
20.485, 3 5.414, 2 3.414,3 4.000,7 

X (130213121) 
64 38.142, 1 6.000, 1 4.000,3 4.828, 10 

X (102312321) 38.971,2 6.243, 1 4.828, 6 5.414, 28 
X (103213231) 

Table 5.9: The 'best' IF'4 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidean distances with natural mapping 

Of interest is the fact that in the 16 and 64 state cases the codes chosen in table 5.9 

are not a subset of those chosen in the Hamming distance search table 5.8. This demon

strates the importance of considering the modulation scheme when choosing component 

codes. 

The results of Euclidean distance searches over each of the three alternative rings 

Z4, IF'2 +ulF'2 and IF'2 +ulF'2 are presented in tables 5.10,5.11 and 5.12. In all ofthese cases, 

the codes identified are poorer than those found using IF'4. Because of the multiplicative 

equivalence of the 'best' codes identified, an identical set of 'best' codes was found when 

any of the different symbol to constellation mappings were used. 

Simulation results for rate 1/3 turbo codes based on the best 4 and 16 state codes are 

presented in figure 5.7. Again, the frames contained 1000 data symbols, an S-random in

terleaver was used, and the parity sequences were terminated. Transmission was through 

an AWGN channel using 4-PSK modulation. 10 decoder iterations were performed, and 
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codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 
±(12111) 

1.414, 1 1.000, 2 2.000, 2 2.000,4 
±(12131) 

4 2.414, 2 2.000,2 2.414, 2 3.000, 10 
±(21111) 2.828, 1 2.414, 2 3.000,4 3.414, 10 
±(21131) 

±(1231311) 
5.657, 1 2.828, 1 2.828, 1 2.000,2 

16 7.414, 2 3.414, 2 3.414, 6 2.828, 1 
±(1231331) 

8.485, 1 4.000,6 4.000,4 3.414, 4 
±(113111231) 

8.485, 1 5.657, 3 2.828, 1 4.000,4 
±(133313211) 

64 14.142, 1 6.000,2 3.414, 2 4.828,8 
±(131111321) 

15.657, 2 6.828, 2 4.000,6 5.414, 22 
±(111313321) 

Table 5.10: The 'best' Z4 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidean distances with natural mapping 

codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 
(12111) (32111) 

1.414, 1 1.000, 2 2.000, 2 2.000,4 
(12131) (32131) 

4 2.414, 2 2.000,2 2.414, 2 3.000, 10 
(21111) (23111) 2.828, 1 2.414, 2 3.000,4 3.414, 10 
(21131) (23131) 

(1231311) (3211311) 
5.657, 1 2.828, 1 2.828, 1 2.000, 2 

16 7.414, 2 3.414, 2 3.414, 6 2.828, 1 
(1231331) (3211331) 8.485, 1 4.000,4 4.000, 8 3.414, 4 

(113111231) (331311231) 8,485, 1 5.657,3 2.828, 1 4.000,4 
(133313211) (311113211) 

64 14.142, 1 6.000,2 3.414, 2 4.828, 8 
(131111321) (313311321) 

15.657, 2 6.828, 2 4.000,6 5.414, 22 
(111313321) (333113321) 

Table 5.11: The 'best' lF2 + UlF2 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimi
sation criterion and Euclidian distances with natural mapping 

codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 

(23111) 
1.000, 1 1.000, 1 2.000,2 2.000, 1 

4 1.414, 1 2.000,2 2.414, 1 3.000,5 
(32111) 2.000, 1 2.414, 3 3.000, 5 3.414, 6 

4.000, 1 2.000, 1 2.000, 1 2.000, 1 
(1211131) 16 4.243, 1 3.414, 1 2.828, 1 3.414, 4 

5.657, 1 4.000, 6 3.414, 3 4.000, 18 

(113111321) 
6.000, 1 4.000, 3 2.000, 1 4.000, 10 

64 7.414, 1 4.243, 2 4.000, 6 4.828,4 
(131111231) 

8.485, 1 6.000, 2 4.828, 1 5.414, 24 

Table 5.12: The 'best' lF2+vlF2 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidian distances with natural mapping 
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the simulations were stopped when 50 frames containing errors had been received. 

Because binary information can be easily represented using quaternary symbols (two 

bits per symbol), accurate bit error rate curves are plotted in addition to the symbol error 

rates. For each simulation point all possible dibit to symbol (constellation) mappings at 

each SNR were tried. For all but a couple of high SNR points, the standard Gray mapping 

gave the best performance. 
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results for quaternary turbo codes. 

5.4 Penternary Codes 

Five is a prime number and hence Z5 == lF5, so that we need only consider ring arithmetic. 

Table 5.13 presents the results of Euclidean distance searches over Z5 for the natural 

symbol to constellation mapping. 

Simulation results for rate 1/3 turbo codes based on the best 5 and 25 state codes 

are presented in figure 5.8. Again the frames contained 1000 data symbols, the par

ity sequences were terminated and transmission was through an AWGN channel using 

5-PSK. Ten decoder iterations were performed, and with the exception of one point, 

the simulation was stopped when 50 frames containing errors had been received. For 

the final point on the 25-state curve only 13 frames had been received in error when the 

simulation stopped. 
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codes states d2 ,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 

x(12111) 
2.618,4 2.000, 2 2.618,4 2.000, 2 

X (13111) 
5 3.618, 2 3.000,4 3.000,2 3.000,8 

X (12141) 4.236,2 3.236, 2 3.618, 12 3.236, 2 
X (13141) 

X (1131211) 
8.236,2 3.618,6 4.000,4 2.000, 2 

X (1431241) 
25 10.090, 2 4.236,6 4.618, 10 3.236, 2 

X (1321321) 15.090, 2 5.618, 2 5.236, 24 4.000,2 
X (1221331) 

Table 5.13: The 'best' Z5 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidean distances with natural mapping 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results for penternary turbo codes. 
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5.5 Hexernary and Octernary Codes 

The last sets of codes presented are for the rings Z6 and lFs. Table 5.14 lists the 'best' 6 

and 36 state codes found over Z6 when considering Euclidean distance and the natural 

symbol to constellation mapping for 6-PSK. Tables 5.15 and 5.16 list the results of Ham

ming and Euclidian distance searches over lFs. The Hamming distance results include 

the codes presented by White and Costello, and we note that as expected they achieve 

the bound calculated in section 4.6. 

codes states d'2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 

±(21111) 
2.000, 1 2.000, 2 2.000, 2 2.000, 2 

±(25151) 
6 2.732,2 2.732, 2 2.732, 2 2.732,2 

±(12111) 3.464, 2 3.000, 2 3.000,2 3.000,4 
±(14151) 

±(1451511) 
8.000, 1 3.732, 2 3.732,4 2.000, 2 

36 8.660, 2 4.000, 1 4.000,5 3.464,2 
±(1251551) 12.000, 1 5.000,4 5.000,8 4.000,9 

Table 5.14: The 'best' Z6 rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidean distances with natural mapping. 

codes states d2,N2 d3,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 dfree 
x (12111) x (13111) x (14111) x (15111) 
x (16111) x (17111) x (11121) t x (12121) 
x (13121) x (14121) x (15121) x (17121) 
x (11131) x (12131) x (13131) x (15131) 
x(16131) x(17131) x(11141) x(12141) 2, 7 2,7 2, 7 2,7 
x (14141) x (15141) x (16141) x (17141) 8 3,7 3,49 3,91 3, 133 4 
x (11151) x (12151) x (13151) x (14151) 4,7 4,91 4, 427 4, 1015 
x (15151) x (16151) x (11161) x (13161) 
x (14161) x (15161) x (16161) x (17161) 
x (11171) x (12171) x (13171) x (14171) 

x (16171) x (17171) 
x (1711131) x (1211151) x (1411161) 
x (1761211) x (1161241) x (1361251) 
x (1541331) x (1441341) x (1341371) 10,7 3, 7 3, 14 3,35 
x (1231411) x (1531461) x (1131471) 64 18,7 4, 14 4,70 4,126 6 
x (1571521) x (1671551) x (1771571) 26,7 5,21 5,196 5,770 
x (1221621) x (1621641) x (1321661) t 
x (1451711) x (1151721) x (1651731) 

Table 5.15: The 'best' lFs rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Hamming distances with natural mapping. The t identifies codes presented 
by White and Costello [62]. 
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codes states d2,N2 d3 ,N3 d4,N4 d5,N5 

X (12151) 
2.848, 2 2.848, 1 2.000, 1 2.000, 1 

8 3.414, 2 3.000, 1 2.848, 1 2.848, 1 
x (16171) 4.262, 1 3.414, 1 3.000,5 3.000, 1 

x (1121621) 
17.551, 1 3.848, 1 3.848, 1 3.848, 2 

64 18.399, 2 4.414, 1 4.613, 1 4.000,2 
x (1661241) 18.598, 2 4.696, 1 4.696, 1 4.414, 1 

Table 5.16: The 'best' lFs rate 1/2 RSC codes found using the pairwise optimisation 
criterion and Euclidean distances with natural mapping. 

5.6 Observations 

Comparison of these codes with binary codes is difficult. How do symbol error rate and 

bit error rate correspond? Is it fair to compare a simulation using frames of 1000 binary 

symbols with a simulation using frames of 1000 penternary symbols? The second frame 

certainly contains a lot more information. 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 attempt to compare codes over different fields. Each frame con

tains the same volume of binary data, but has a different symbol and hence interleaver 

length. The binary frames simulated were 2322 bits long using BPSK modulation, while 

the ternary, quaternary and penternary frames are 1465, 1161 and 1000 symbols long 

respectively using 3-PSK, QPSK and 5-PSK modulation. As with the previous simula

tions each code was simulated until a minimum of 50 frames had been received in error. 

Figure 5.9 presents bit error rates assuming that each symbol error results in one bit 

error (this is equivalent to presenting symbol error rate), while figure 5.10 assumes that 

each symbol error results in log2 q bit errors. Because the codes over the smaller fields 

use longer frames, they will benefit more from interleaver gain, and we can assume that 

this comparison is biased toward the binary codes in particular. Despite this, it is clear 

that the 9-state ternary code provides exceptional performance. 

5.7 Conclusion 

Good rate 1/2 component codes for used in non-binary codes have been identified based 

on the response of these codes to low weight inputs. Additionally an achievability bound 

for Zmin the dominant parameter determining the suitability of an RSC code for use in 

turbo codes has been determined for alllFq . Simulation results show that in particular, 

a turbo code based on 9-state ternary component codes performs very well. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of codes over different fields assuming one bit error per symbol 
error. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

6.1 Results 

This thesis has involved two largely disjoint pieces of work, although both deal with 

various aspects of turbo codes .. 

The work on decoding algorithm convergence demonstrates clearly the dynamic 

nature of the iterative decoder. Oscillatory behaviour will be present in real turbo-coded 

systems and is not just an artifact of the interleaver used. In contrast to the theoretical 

works of McEliece et. al. [45] and Richardson [51] or even the recent works of ten Brink 

[17] and Agrawal et. al. [1], the convergence plots presented show the kinds of observable 

behaviour that can be expected from any turbo code implementation. 

It was shown how these convergence results could be used to inform a stopping 

criterion for the decoder. When hybridised with the HDA method of Shao et. al. [54] 

this provided a criterion that examined both the strength and stability of the decoder's 

decision and provided very good results. In conjunction with an ARQ scheme reliable 

communication was possible at very low SNRs without the need for any additional error 

detection code. 

The work on non-binary component codes for turbo codes started by examining the 

search metric of Benedetto et. al. [9] in the binary context. It was demonstrated that 

this metric was valid by checking its application to very short frame lengths, and by 

examining competing codes. This metric, and the extension of the achievability bound 

for Zmin to any field provided the basis for a search for good non-binary component codes. 

These searches and the accompanying simulations demonstrate the potential of non

binary turbo codes. In particular, the 9-state ternary code was shown to provide excep

tional performance given its low complexity. 
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6.2 Suggestions for further work 

Eight years since their introduction, turbo codes and related structures are still one of 

the best way of approaching capacity for code rates less than 1/2 Because of this they 

command much research interest, and there are still many open questions. 

Research suggestions that arise directly from this thesis include 

.. Using convergence plots to examine other parameters in the iterative decoding pro

cess. In particular it would be interesting to observe both the a priori probability 

ratios, and the extrinsic information for frames with undesirable convergence be

haviours. Can the convergence behaviour be related back to unusual behaviour by 

either of these parameters? 

ED A re-examination of the observed phenomena in the light of [17] and [1] may be 

useful. 

• It is mentioned in f6] the the binary achievability bound on Zmin is also an upper 

bound. Can this result be extended to other fields? 

• Why does the 9-state ternary code perform so well? Can a capacity bound be 

derived for 3-PSK modulation to provide an objective measurement of its perfor

mance? Also, why do the 8-state binary, and 9-state ternary codes outperform the 

more complex 16-state and 27-state codes? 

.. Clearly attempts can be made to extend any binary concatenated code research to 

non-binary codes as an extension of this thesis. This could include, for example, 

serial concatenation of non-binary component codes, the performance of non-binary 

codes in Rayleigh fading channels, or the development of decoders with lower com

plexity. 

• Can the performance of the quaternary codes be improved by bit-interleaving as 

opposed to symbol-interleaving? 

• Are the Euclidean distance code geometrically uniform or not? 
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Appendix A 

Simulating the channel 

Because we can simulate the system at baseband, and because our noise samples are 

independent, the channel is trivially simulated by adding samples nj of random variables 

Nj to both the inphase I and quadrature Q components of each transmitted constellation 

point. 

Statistics of inphase and quadrature noise 

First it is necessary to determine the statistics of the Njs given that our noise function 

w(t) is a sample of the white Gaussian process W(t). This can be done by examining 

the statistics associated with the correlator outputs. (refer to sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3) 

Let X(t) denote the random process of which x(t) is a sample, and let Xj denote the 

random variable of which Xj is a sample. Now because we are using an AWGN channel, 

X(t) is a Gaussian process. It follows that the XjS must be Gaussian random variables 

characterised completely by their mean and variance. These can be determined to be 

[36] 

Sij 

No 
2' Vj (A.l) 

So each correlator output has a noise variance No/2 equal to the power spectral density 

of the noise process W (t). 

Consequently the random variables Nj are also Gaussian and are defined by their 

statistics: 

No 
2' j =I,Q (A.2) 
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Generating noise with the required variance 

If rannum() is a C++ function that generates samples of a Gaussian random variable 

A with mean 0 and variance 1, the next problem is to determine how to transform the 

output of this function to give us samples of a Gaussian random variable B with mean 0 

and variance 0-
2 . 

This can be achieved by a linear transformation g(.) of the random variable A 

B = g(A) , b = g(a) = 'f}a , 'f} = a constant (A.3) 

Now if fA(a) and fB(b) are the probability density functions of A and B respectively 

then we find 

fB(b) = fA(a) I 
Idgldal a=g-l(b) 

(A.4) 

so using the standard expression of the Gaussian probability density function 

fB(b) 
1 (a 2

) -exp --v'2ir 2 

'f} 
a=b/rJ 

1 (b2 
) 'f}V27f exp - 2'f}2 (A.5) 

giving us a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 'f}2. Thus the required 

transformation function g(.) is 

g(a) = o-a (A.6) 

where 0- is a the square root of the desired variance. 

This means that the following code correctly simulates the effect of the channel for 

each frame x of constellation points that is transmitted: 

fore long i = 0; i < x.length; i++ ) { 

x[i].r += 0- * rannum(); 

x [i] . Q += 0- * rannum(); 

} 

Determining variance from signal to noise ratio 

The last remaining problem is to determine the variance 0-
2 from a specified signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) which in this thesis will refer to the bit energy to noise ratio EbiNo. 

Given that the overall code is rate 1/3 and the modulation scheme used is q-PSK, 

the relationship between symbol energy Es and bit energy Eb is 

(A.7) 

where the first term accounts for the code rate, and the second term is the number of 

information bits represented by each transmitted symbol. 
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With M-PSK, all constellation points lie on the unit circle giving Es = 1, and recall 

that by definition a2 = No/2. Then 

and hence 

a 2 __ 3 1 No -x x-
2 log2(M) Eb 

Finally if SNR is specified in decibels then 
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